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Women's Basketball
Recap: Lady Lancers beat
CSuBakersfield 77-65 last
Wednesday.
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Green and yellow since 1920
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
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hile many students may think the
construction project on the south end of campus seems to be behind schedule, Facilities
Planner for Capital Planning and Construction Jerry Jerome says otherwise. Jerome stated in an e-mail on February 3 that construction in the area of Bedford Hall is on course.
Ground was broken on November 17, 2009
for construction of the new addition to the
current Bedford building. A wooden fence
was erected around the area right before construction began. The addition to Bedford Hall
will add an extra 47,000 square-feet to the facility, according to the Campus Impact website. The new space will add more classrooms,
offices and art galleries.
A detour for vehicles still remains in place
along a section of Race St. behind the construction site (from Franklin St. to Vine St.)
due to both the work and safety of pedestrians. A chain linked fence surrounds part of
the Race St. sidewalk. The Town of Farmville
agreed to shut down the area last year to t h r u
traffic. Currently, only construction vehicles
are allowed in the area.
Jerome set to rest any discussion regarding
construction being stopped within the past
week.
See B E D F O R D HALL, Page 2
Photo By: Bily Davi»

Virginia 2 l's Lobbying Efforts Finally Pay Off
final passage of the bill as the final version is being dis- was an awesome opportunity. I got to represent our
cussed in tne joint House and Senate Conference Com- Longwood students and students throughout the ComRotunda Reporter
mittee. Many within the organization expect the legis- monwealth," said Van Daniker.
She added, "I am graduating with over $30,000 in debt
lation to pass easily in botn houses and are confident
and
there are many students out there just like me and
Virginia
Governor
Bob
McDonnell
will
sign
it
into
law
A n er several months of lobbying, state lawmakers at
the
current
system at which we are operating is just not
this
session.
the General Assembly and encouraging young people
sustainable."
Just
recently,
Virginia
21
participated
in
a
lobbying
day
from all across the Commonwealth to join them in their
Despite the successful passage of the Virginia Higher
efforts, Virginia 21, a statewide, non-partisan grassroots at the General Assembly where tney met with lawmakEducation
Opportunity Act last week, Virginia 21 still
ers
to
discuss
and
propose
ideas
concerning
higher
edorganization that focuses on youth participation and
has
a
lot
of
work on tneir agenda. "This bill is just the
ucation.
Several
Longwood
University
students
joined
activism in the political process, scored a huge victory a
beginning.
The
bill is essentially a framework for investthe
group
at
the
Capitol
in
Richmond
to
help
persuade
week ago in the House of Delegates.
One of the group's biggest initiatives of the past year, House and Senate members to vote in favor of the Vir- ment. So, for years to come, students will need to keep
showing their interest and that they care about their
the Virginia Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2011, ginia Higher Education Opportunity Act.
fUture or we will never see the full benefits," said Van
One
of
those
students
was
senior
Emily
Van
Daniker,
passed in the Virginia House of Delegates by a vote of 98
Daniker.
who
also
serves
as
the
chair
of
Virginia
2l's
Student
to 0. The bill, according to Virginia 2 l's Deputy Director
Meanwhile, Tyler revealed that her group has already
and 2009 Longwood University graduate Brittany Tyler, Leadership Committee (SLC). "The Student Leadership
begun
to mobilize behind another higner education bill
Committee
consists
of
representatives
from
every
two
would "promote affordability through cost savings reoriginating
in the Senate. "We are supporting another
and four year school. I became involved with Virginia
forms and innovations."
bill;
SB
1363,
which will expand the Community Col" Tyler noted, "For the last ten years, the government 21 about two years ago when we would go on lobby days
has cut
nils
TUI from
IIUIII higher
UIKIICI cuutouuu
education because
u s t « it is the only state and then this year I decided to take a leadership role lege Transfer Grant and help community college stusupported
that can generate its own revenue
—. i institute
i—
— — - and become campus coordinator at Longwood and ran dents transfer more seamlessly and affordably into a
four-year school."
„.„
.,
.
_
revenue
comes
from for chairman of SLC," said Van Daniker.
B tough economic times. That
during
As for advice to Longwood students who want to get
tuition ana student activities fees. Virginia, in the past,
Along with her participation in the lobby day activihas committed to funding higher education at about 67 ties a week ago, Van Daniker also had the opportunity involved, Van Daniker had just one simple message:
"Longwood students can get involved by making thempercent and right now they are funding at about the 50 to
Finance
X 7!testify
! 1 _ before
^ 1 L the• -Senate
— iU
» A Ti Committee
•• • a UiMM awabout
ti/in/"rtfi/\«
selves more aware of the process and how much influVirginia
2l's
support
for
the
Virginia
Higher
Education
percent level."
ence they really can have.
Opportunity
Act.
"Testifying
in
front
of
Senate
Finance
This is good news for Virginia 21, who now awaits
KEENAN CRUMP

Student Government Association Ends with Heated Discussion
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
^ uring the February 8 meeting of the Student Government
D,
Association (SGA), Allyson Goff, assistant director of the Office
of Annual Giving, came to speak. She talked about upcoming
events that the office is planning. They are hosting a Show U
UR
LUV event on February 14. This event is a Change Wars competition between each academic class. Come out, bring your chance,
decorate a sugar cookie and write a thank you card for a faculty
or staff member in the Lankford Student Union Ballroom. All of
the proceeds will go to a textbook scholarship fund that will assist
students in need.
During the open forum section of the meeting, senators brought
up concerns about the cups in Dorrill Dining Hall again. There
still seems to be a problem with the cups being dirty, and although
the root of problem is still unknown, Vice President Brandon Fry
assured that it is actively being looked into.
Concerns about parking in front of Curry and Frazier were also
brought up. Some senators suggested that the loading zones be

transformed into standard parking spots during certain times of
the week. There are also concerns about holds created by fines
from computer use. This is an issue The Rotunda is currently pursuing, so check back with us for more information.
During his executive report, SGA President Ben Brittain said he
spoke to Jaime Hillman, the manager of the bookstore. He said
sne appreciates hearing the concerns and hopes to help alleviate
them. He also said Cnssy Sampier, director of the LancerCard
system, plans to come to a SGA meeting to help address some of
tne confusion around the card system.
Senator Emily Van Daniker reported on Virginia 21, stating that
the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 20II passed the House
of Delegates in the Virginia General Assembly. The bill hopes to
create more degrees and additional funding for institutions of
higher learning throughout the Commonwealth. She was very
enthusiastic about the news.
Brittain also brought up a resolution about TVi-Council. which
he explained will allow a check and balances system within the
SGA.
Sec SGA BRIEFS, Page 2
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Talking 'Bout
My Generation
IAN S H I H

Asst. News Editor
Posterity! You will never
know how much it cost the
present Generation to preserve your Freedom! I hope
ou will make good use of it.
fyou do not, I shall repent in
Heaven, that I ever took half
the Pains to preserve it." John
Adams once said this.
Our generation is at a troubling crossroads. If we conNEWS
tinue our journey down the
COLUMN
rabbit hole and refuse to alter
our current lifestyles, we are
in danger of squandering the munificent blessings bequeathed to us by our ancestors. What
they created through centuries of hard labor
ana self-sacrifice, we are erasing in a generation
through a culture of waste ana self-exaltation.
We are failing their legacy.
In almost every arena, the United States has
ceded dominance. We have outsourced American exceptionalism and traded meritocracy for
mediocrity. There is an inescapable fear in our
national subconscious that our empire is collapsing. Try as we might to deny it, we know it to
be true. It is a grim sentiment that has gripped
the American psyche and it finds its expression,
however misguiaed, in the anxiety and anger of
groups such as the Tea Party.
As our nation sinks from the weight of recordsetting debt, war, and unemployment, we readily
drown out the truth with ever-increasing doses of
mindless and trivial pleasure. This weekend, our
nation collectively shrugged at our multitude of
woes and tuned into theSuper Bowl. We shamefully watched as the National Football League
desecrated the memory of our forefathers by coopting a sickly Michael Douglas to compare a
football game to their struggles.
The entire circumstance would be hilarious if it
was a joke, but instead it is just tragic. Nearly two
millennia ago, the Roman emperors learned that
they could .placate the grievances of the masses
by mesmerizing them with spectacles, marvels,
games and shows. Yet, for all the wealth and power of the Roman Empire, they only had one Colosseum. Had the emperors known the degree to
which entertainment could pacify their subjects,
perhaps they would have followed after our lead
and built more.
There is certainly nothing wrong with entertainment in and of itself; it can boost morale and
bring happiness, but when taken to an extreme
it distorts reality and clouds judgment. In that
sense, entertainment is like a painkiller; it helps
relieve the stress and anguish in life, but it is also
hiehlv addictive and easily abused.
It is hard to deny that America has taken its
entertainment far beyond a healthy level. What
does it say about our society when we celebrate
the depredation and degeneration of shows like
"Jersey Shore"? More importantly, what happens
when we raise our kids watching these snows?
Too many Americans have become unable or un
willing to distinguish illusion from reality.

i

"There is certainly nothing
wrong with entertainment in
and of itself; it can boost
morale and bring happiness,
but when taken to an extreme
it distorts reality and
clouds judgment."
Pulitzer Prize winner and New York Times reporter Chris Hedges wrote in his article "American Psychosis," "It is the cult of self that is killing
the United States. This cult has within it the classic traits of psychopaths: superficial charm, grandiosity and self-importance; a need for constant
stimulation; a penchant for lying, deception, and
manipulation; and the incapacity for remorse or
guilt.
In his novel "Brave New World, Aldous Huxley warned not of a world where books were
banned, where truth was withheld, or where the
masses were controlled by pain, as George Orwell
did. Huxley warned of a world where there was
aso
v much pleasure» and distractions
— that
r rno . one
wanted to read books and no one cared about
the truth. Unlike Orwell, who feared that tyrants
would oppress us into submission, Huxley feared
that we would willingly accept it.
Was Huxley right after all? Have we become
so oversaturated by falsehoods and fantasy that
we can no longer tell the difference between right
and wrong, good and bad, true and false? As
Generation Ybegins to take hold of the reigns of
power, will future generations look upon us with
reverence and admiration or curse us for being
incompetent and mishandling the extraordinary
wealth given to us by our ancestors?
The writer would like to thank Shion Chang for
providing on-going support and inspiration.

SGA BRIEFS
Continued from Page 1
If approved, the council will feature
the SGA president, SGA vice president,
SGA treasurer, and judicial board chair
and vice chairs and the honor board
chair, vice chair and secretary.
During the Student Finance Committee report, $1,195.55 was allocated to
Baptist Collegiate Ministries for their
break mission trip to Jacksonville, blorida. They also allocated $2,619
to The Rotunda for a conference. For Alternative Spring Break, SFC reallocated
$2,952 from parts of the budget towards
ional $786.68 was
a third trip
allocated for the triip.
The SGA reallocated themselves
$2,225 from left over money from New
Lancer Days to cover overhead such as
phone bills and another $175 for nametags. Nametags would be standard, and
sticxy labels would be used to change
the names from year to year. Some senators felt the labels are tacky, but since
the labels are important for professional
events and nametags are included in the
bylaws, many senators said it was a necessary purchase.
Another issue that came up is a line in
the bylaws of the SFC. This line stated
that the SFC does not fund closed organizations, and the three criteria for
closed organizations were organizations
that deny membership of a student, have
rituals, and are closed to certain reli-

forth in order to take out the stipulation,
gions.
Brittain explained that organizations whereas Brittain argued the side that it
not for Longwood students would not was coming as a motion from a commitbe approvea in the first place, and any tee that has the bylaw in their personal
religiously discriminatory originiza- constitution.
The discussion became heated, and the
tions wouldn't be approved either. The
issue at hand is many clubs, including motion had to be tabled until next week
club sports and ambassadors, could be so everyone could gain an understandconsidered closed because not everyone ing of now to proceed in the situation
since it seems to be unclear at this time.
can be a part of the organization.
Catch the next SGA meeting on FebruSFC made a motion to strike that line,
but Van Daniker resisted the motion. ary 15 at 3:45 p.m. in the BC room.
She argued that a bill needed to be put

Lasting Lecture Provides AdvicefromLongwood Professors
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
T h e Longwood University Geist Chapter of Mortar
Board hosted the event "A
Lasting Lecture" in Wygal
Auditorium Monday evenine. The event was a first
and based on the best-selling book "The Last Lecture"
by Randy Pausch. Four university professors spoke to
the audience, a mix of students and colleagues; about
what they want students to
remember when beginning
life after college.
Dr. Donald Herlan, lecturer of fitness concepts, talked
about what to expect when
applying and interviewing
for a job. He said life isnt
necessarily always what you
know, but more of who you
know. Herlan discussed a recent article he read that stated most people go through
at least nine jobs in their life,
each lasting about an average of four years.
"One of the reasons why
ist tour
v
jobs only last
four years
now
eep
is because they aon't
aon kee
us that long." He
said job
jo
[e si
:en
only
a
oneloyalty —
is oft
jnhr
T
way street, with little loyalty
given to the employee, but
much loyalty expected from
the employee.
Herlan gave a few words of
advice to students when creating a resume. He stressed
the importance of spelling
words correctly, especially
the name of the hirer, something he has seen misspelled
when selecting job applicants. Herlan also said when
a person or a committee files
though the stack of resumes,
they are "looking for a^ reason to throw yours out."
After the application pro-

cess, Herlan said if a person
is chosen, they are sometimes lucky. "We never know
for sure how good someone's
going to be or if they'll work
out. We iust roll the dice."
Assistant Professor of
English Jennifer Miskec followed Herlan and spoke on
the humorous topic of being smarter than a college
graduate. She discussed the
concept of temperaments
and related it to one of her
college undergraduate classed Shfc said
WaS'fcwlfcd
"stupid" by a professor 4or
studying for another clkss
during an optional moviewatching event.
Her temperament type,
which she labeled as rational, motivated her to go to
graduate school and pursue
achievement rather than
listen to the rude professor.
Miskec explained how society "has strange and conflicting attitudes about intelligence."
Miskec surrounded part
of her lecture around the
show "Are You Smarter than
a 5th Grader?" which poses
elementary level questions
-to fifth graders ana adults,
seeing which one is able
to answer correctly. "Fact
knowing
i n s has
m a lotmof cultural
• •
power," Miskec said. She also
noted that facts were once
only available to the elite
class and now such facts are
much easier to find. Her advice to the students was that
it is okay to get a job outside
of your degree field. "Do let
college be the place where
you fall in love with ideas,"
she said.
Dr. Lee Bidwell, professor of sociology and an avid
reader, explained the book
the event was based on was
one of her latest favorites.

Dr. Pamela Tracy, associShe said upon beginning her
talk, "It's not easy to identify ate professor of communicathe most important pieces tion studies, spoke on grace
of advice to students. Still, and the reality that everyone
Bidwell was able to brin; will "inevitably face difficult
dialogues." Tracy said some
home a message of bot
personal and passionate ad- of these moments, whether
vice. Her top three pieces they are mistakes or hardof advice formed the acro- ships, have the tendency to
nym "TEN," which she used be transforming" moments.
In part, Tracy said grace
to entitle her presentation,
"3=10." Her points of advice can equal forgiveness. She
deal with 1) try new things, said, however, that at times,
2) expect change, and 3) "we cannot forgive the acnurture
friendship.. >„ a . . tions ,ofr others. She talked
:
Bidwell said she has. befen .oahoutasignsheiiaK in her
passionatea about sociol- office that asks if what you
ogy ever since taking it in do is truthful, kind and neca general education class in essary. Those components
college. She combined her are needed to complete a
sociology love with political well-rounded human being,
science, a major she wasn't she explained. Tracy said
quite as passionate advice, she enjoys smiling and head
she did this in order to nodding because it makes
avoid a genetics class, which her feel oetter.
"I'm just not sure if it makes
she would have had to take if
she decided to double-major me a better human being."
As a professor of commuin psychology.
Her avoidance was due in nication studies, Tracy said
part to a fear of the class, she "had to" talk about the
which she heard was diffi- media in her presentation.
cult and could otherwise be She said if people only pay
detrimental to her 4.0 GPA. attention to reality televiShe reminded those in the sion and news, they will live
audience, "You're never too only in a world fuU of "vioold to learn and certainly lent aura."
Mortar Board President
you should try new things.
In regard to ex
expecting Jennifer Maynard thanked
change,
H f f Bidwell saic
lid to al- those for their time in preways**expect the unexpected paring the lectures. She said
idea of the event came
to nappen" and that we must cthe ia<
all learn to "adapt to change." from
~— 1Pausch's book and a
Bidwell said while we may conference she attended. "I
plan to "achieve what will thought it'd be a cool idea
make us happy and satis- to bring this to Longwood."
fied," life isnt always that She said, "Hopefully this
simple. She ended by pro- will keep going year to year."
Senior Lauren Irby said
moting the importance of
she came out to the event
friendship.
"Friends always serve an because she was a fan of the
important part of our lives." book. "Some of my favorite
She said friends are there professors were speaking
to encourage us to try new tonight," said Irby. I think
things ana help when the this was an enriching event."
"unexpected changes" occur.

Bedford Hall Renovations Remain on Target
Continued from Page 1
He. said construction has
not stopped within the last
few days, but that some of
the outside work for the area
has already been completed.
Most of the current work is
occurring within the interior of the building.
According to Jerome, no
major construction problems have occurred at the
site. The exception was the
fire that broke out at the
construction site August 23,
2010. Sparks from welding
work caused foam insulation
to catch fire and partially
burn part of the structures
roof. Brick, steel, and insulation had to be replaced due
to the fire damage. The construction was halted until

the area could be inspected
for safety.
"The overall project is on
schedule for the addition
to be occupied by [the] Art
Department in time for the
start of fall 2011 classes," Jerome said of the construction. He added renovations
on the existing structure
would begin once all classes
are vacated from the building. He estimated the renovation work would take
"approximately" one year to
complete.
While some students were
not impacted by the initial stages of the construction outside, others said
they were. Meredith Boyd,
Longwood
sophomore,
said, "When I took a public
speaking class last semes-

ter and a music course, the
noise was insane." Boyd said
during a World Music class
in Wygal Hall, next door to
the construction, her class
would sometimes have to
move rooms just "to be able
to hear the lecture."
Boyd also seemed discouraged over the closing of part
of Race St. She saia, "I appreciate them wanting to
expand the campus, but it
is really bothering to not be
able to drive through to the
library from the art building."
"I think that Bedford Hall
is going to look great once it
is all finished," said Freshman Hilary Gladstone. She
also complimented the glass
frame of the building. However, Gladstone did note the

construction is causing her
some delays in getting to
class from her residence at
onge
ARC Hall. She is no longer
able to travel the quicker
route behind Wygal
/gal and
Bedford when walking to
classes on the south end of
campus due to the construction site.
According to the Campus
Impact website, the entire
Bedford project is slated
for competition summer
2012. The building should
have a Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design
(LEED) Silver rating. A webcam of the project can be
found from tne Campus Impact website at http://www.
Iongwood.edu/CampusImpacf.
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The Winning Formula: Sitting Down with Dr. Ryan Hebert I
IAN SHIH

Asst. News Editor
D r . Ryan Hebert, assistant professor of music and
director of chord activities, was a recent winner of
the Jefferson Choral Society's (ICS) Virginia Chora
Composition competition. Hebert's work, a choral
piece from E.E. Cummings' poem, "I carry your
heart with me," earned him a $500 cash prize, which
will be given to Hebert at the first performance of
the work by the JCS on Februanr 26 at 7:30 p.m. and
4 p.m. on February 27. The ICS is currently in its
21st season of concerts and is composed of 90 individuals. It is housed in Lynchburg. He recently sat
down with The Rotunda to discuss his composition
and the competition.
The Rotunda: What is the Jefferson Choral Society?
Dr. Hebert: The Jefferson Choral Society, to what I
know, is a community choir of volunteers. I think
they maybe have 100 members and they are based in
Lynchburg, Va. I think it's a very historical organization. I think they've been around for a while, and
they perform music of all style periods and a variety
of historical periods, and they just recently started
this contest. I think this is the first one that they ve
done in their history.
R: What is the Composition Competition?
H: Well, they started that this year. They wanted to
promote new music for choral organizations by living composers, so they started this competition for
Virginia composers. It was only open to residents of
Virginia.
R: Who is eligible, what are the requirements, and
what were the rules?
H: The rules were you had to write a piece for choir
with piano or organ accompaniment with a secular
text, it couldn't be sacred, and you had to be a resident of Virginia. I think the piece had to be three to
five minutes and the composer had to get permission from the author of the text. My text happened
to be a poem by E. E. Cummings, of course Cummings is not around anymore, but I had to write to
the people who owned the rights to his poems to get
permission to do it.
R: What does the win mean to you?
H: It kind of validates what you do, you know? Its
like somebody notices what you do on a creative
level and sort of gives you encouragement and inspiration to keep going.

serious?
H: No. That was it. I don't know ... I just kind of
stumbled across it when I read the rules. I wondered
what I should use and I started looking around. I
knew I liked E. E. Cummings and started looking at
some of his stuff. It was the first thing that I was able
to find and I thought 'I'm going to do that!' It kind of
came to me. Actually, it founcfme.
R: How hard was it to complete the composition?
H: It took me two weeks and I think it's because the
text was so good. I got inspired by the words and the
music just kind of comes out.
R: Why choir? What is it about the appeal of choir?
H: Well, it's what I do for a living. I m the choir director here and I think that when more than one
person sings, it creates a synergy that surpasses solo
vocal singing. It's just different from solo singing in
that when you get a group of people doing the same
thing at the same time, its electrifying!.That's why I
did that.
R: You were born in Louisiana, got your bachelor's
at the University of Alabama, master's at the University of Kansas, and doctorate at Louisiana State
University. What is it about the South that speaks
to you and what influences would you say it has on
our work?

iI: Wow, that's a very good question. You know, I

think ... People always say the South is about the
people, the warmth of the people. I feel like this particular work is very expressive in that it reflects the
region that we live in, that Southerners are hospitable and cordial and expressive. I think that some
of the best art is created in the South, both in music
and all kinds of performing arts.
R: Who else or what else would you say you draw
major inspiration and consistent inspiration from?
H: Church music! I'm an organist, that's another
thing I do. Hymn playing and groups of people and
the congregation singing full gusto on a hymn, for
example. That's the kind of energy you get in choral
music. Groups of people singing is what I'm drawn
to.
R: Were you raised in the church?
H: Yeah, oh yeah. I played the organ as a 13-yearold. That's where I cut my teeth and I've always had
a strong connection to church music. Historically
speaking, choral music has its background in the
church, that's where people sang together for the
first time. Ninety percent of the choral repertoire is
sacred. This piece I wrote happened to be secular,
but I think it nad the same spirituality.

Raleigh-Bound Greyhound Bus
Hijacked
They identified a person on Friday suspected
man who held a gun to the bus driver's head and instructed him
to drive, according to NBC12 (WWBT-Richmond). Officials with
the North Carolina Highway Patrol stated Jose Flores, of Arlington, was arrested last week near Norlina, about 60 miles north of
Raleigh. Flores is being charged with kidnapping and may face additional charges once police finish their investigation. Thirty-five
people were aboard the bus and all were able to esdape without
injury once Flores stopped the bus at a Henderson, N.C gas station
winere police were able to taser him.

Two Students Bring Guns,
Ammo to School
CARROLL COUNTY, Va—Two students at Carroll County Intermediate School were taken into police custody last week after two
firearms were found on school grounds. According to WDBJ7-TV
(WDBJ-Roanoke, Va.), a parent notified the school of the possibility of weapons on school property the morning of February 4.
Officials placed the school on lockdown once they received the tip.
Police conducted a search of the building, and two firearms and
ammunition were confiscated from the lockers of two students.
There were no students injured and police say there was no indication of the weapons being used. A statement was automatically
sent out to teachers and a letter was sent home with students explaining what had happened. Carroll County Sheriff Warren Manning said the students did not plan to cause harm to anyone.

Prominent Roanoke Attorney
Arrested for DUI
ROANOKE, Va.—A well-known Roanoke area attorney was arrested Friday night on a DUI charge after crashing his car. According to WSLS-TV (WSLS-Roanoke), Tony Anderson crashed his
vehicle
in «the
Hunting
Hills1 •area
of the
county, justU«4
a few
hundred
a
j*
. i
nT
_1
Li, £ a H a m
^waa

R: Does the poem reflect your own personality?
H: I think so. Yeah. I think that the reason why that
I? there anything el$e that you would like the unitext spoke to me is because it is so very expressive versity toJwipw about anything^ or about.your work?.
and I m An expressive petson. It was vety easy 'to l H;I think u, s nice to work at a place where the uniexpress that poem with music. That's a very good versity recognizes scholarship and creative activanalysis, it does fit my personality.
ity, such as tnis. You feel like you have the time and
support from the administration to pursue stuff like
R: When did you first discover that poem?
this. It's not just...
H: I had known about it; there were several other
choral settings of it. I know of two others and it's R: Work, work, work?
been set to music many, many times. So, I sort of H: Yeah, work, work, work. I'm glad to be in an entook a risk in picking a well-known tune, but 1 vironment where I can be creative.
thought, 'I could contribute to this as well.'

side of the road. In addition to Anderson, his wife Paula was also
in the vehicle. Anthony is listed in good condition at Roanoke Memorial HospitaU while W wife is listedmfaw condition; According
to an investigator with the crash, Anthony's blobd->aIcohol-content
exceeded twice the legal limit ip the Commonwealth at 1.8, J '
Anderson may best be known as the attorney who represented Trad e Nininger, who crashed her vehicle in 2008 while driving under
the influence. Nininger killed a construction worker in Roanoke
County and was recently denied an appeal request from the Virginia Supreme Court for her case. Anderson has been practicing
law in the Commonwealth for more than 30 years. He is reportedly the Criminal Law Section chairman of the Virginia State Bar.

R: Where there any other poems that you considered

Over 150 Nursing Students
Waiting for Scholarship

A presentation entitled "Army Strong & Wounded
Warriors: Negotiating Recovery in Masculine
Military Cultures" was held Wed., Feb. 2, at 3 p.m. in
Hull 132. Maj. Stephan Ruppel-Lee, assistant professor
of military science, and Longwood senior Chris Tobey,
spoke at the event. Ruppel-Lee was a company commander in Iraq. He now oversees Longwood s ROTC
program. Tobey returned from Iraq in March 2010
after serving an 11-month deployment as a specialist
with the Army Reserve's 214th Mobile Public Affairs
Detachment. The program was part of Longwood's
ongoing series, Wednesdays with Women's and Gender
Studies lecture series.

RICHMOND, Va.—The Virginia Department of Health (VDH) is
blaming an administrative error that caused a delay in some 160
awards to be sent to Mary Marshall Nursing Scholarship winners.
The students were to receive the state-administered fund scholarships at the start of the fall 2010 semester. Director of the VDHs
Office of Minority Health and Health Equity told the Richmond
Times-Dispatch the error has been corrected. Students said they
received no contact about the delay until the newspaper questioned the department and where the funds where. One student,
who graduated from Eastern Mennonite University in December,
told the Times-Dispatch she had been in contact with the VDH
for more than two months prior to graduation. She said she was
informed the funds would be available in 30 days. An apology email was sent to recipients upon the department learning of the
mistake. A department spokeswoman said the office is working to
distribute thefunds by toe end of February.
Photo By: Billy Davis
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Questions Arise Over Montgomery County Elections
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, Va—The Attorney General of Virinia is investigating concerns, from the Virginia State Board of
lections that election laws were broken in Montgomery County,
located in southwest Virginia, during last fall's elections. The election in question occurred November 2 and was for the 9th Congressional District. Morgan Griffith beat out democratic incumbent Rick Boucher in an election that has already been certified as
final. The state board of elections requested an investigation after
information showed glitches may have occurred in the county that
allowed voting to beleft open for hours at some of the precincts.
The board also cited possible glitches in the May 2010 election.
Additionally, a breakdown in the computer access prohibited poll
workers in five county precincts to ensure citizens were registered
to vote or at the correct precinct in the fall. Some critics of the
investigation are saying elections across the state are not uniform
and a lack of funding is a major problem in the current system.

f
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A Transfer's Perspective

Genealogy: It's
not just an old
lady thing

ERINN LARSON

Rotunda Reporter

JAMIE CLIFT

Features Editor
M any brush it aside
as a hobby for lonely
old cat ladies, but genealogy is for everyone. It
is one of the best ways
of answering that timeless question: Where
did I come from? After
a few hours of looking through old photographs, birth certificates
ana census records, I H |
was hooked. I made a
family tree website that
traces my relatives back
to the 1600s on several
FEATURES
sides, and I can do betCOLUMN
ter than that—but then
I would have to pay for
the website, and no matter how into this I get,
I'm not willing to take it that far.
Ever since l was a little kid, I've had a serious fascination with the history of my family.
Creepy old portraits and stories from before I
was born were things that I always thought were
really cool. Looking back, I realize that I was
kind of a weird kid, but it's okay because I'm a
History major now.
Where I'm from, enormous importance seems
to be placed on who you are related to and how.
Any older person you meet will most likely ask
you who your parents are. This is a test. If they
don't know who your people are, you are not
from around there, ana you are not worthy. If
they do know who your parents are, they will
either tell you interestine things about your parents or will go on to teil you about their children, who went to high school with your par
ents, and whom you have never met, while you
nod politely and pretend to be interested.
Most of the time, they will explain that they
are also related to you in one way or another. Of
course, things might just seem this way to me
because I'm related to nearly everyone in that
county. Regardless, I find genealogy fascinating,
andl'thitik It's Important tor everyone to kilovV
his or-her roots.
I have really started to delve into mv ances„ / within the past few months, and with a large
amount of help from relatives, I've uncovered
some great stories and pictures of the people
that I am descended from.
I have a pedigree that would make old ladies
across the South jump forjoy. I am a direct descendant of at least five Confederate veterans,
many of whom fought in the 9th Cavalr
ment under General Robert E. Lee himself. One
of them was my great-great-great grandfather,
Marcellus, who was shot in tne knee at Chancellorsville. I actually found online records of
his desertion, and a story about how he was returned to one of his commanders for a reward of |
about thirty dollars.
When I consider all of the close calls my ancestors went through, I realize that I am pretty
lucky that I exist. During the Civil War, they
often executed deserters. The then sixteen-yearold Marcellus had yet to have children; had he
been killed, I wouldn't be writing this today. He's
not my only ancestor who narrowly escaped
death. On my mom's side, there is the Mauzy
family. In 1650, John Mauzy narrowly escaped
religious persecution in France after the edict of
Nantes was repealed.
Even my grandfather narrowly escaped death;
while his brothers all served in the Second
World War and died because of the things they
were exposed to during the conflict, he wasnt
selected for service. My mom tells me that this
is because the night before he went before the
draft board, my grandmother painted his toenails bright rea. They said he had high blood
pressure.
Doing genealogy has also made me grateful for
the name I was given. If I had parents who liked
die idea of naming kids after ancestors, I could
have been called Francis, Vashti, Rosa Leota, or
even Lounie. Men in the family have had their
share of interesting names too, including Alvv,
Garnet, and, my personal favorite, William Wellington Warner
t

is

my ancestors have "saved
and collected. Well, most of them. A 19th century portrait of my great-great aunt has stared at
me creepily for years since my mom decided she
"looks just like me" and brought out the picture.
Some of my ancestors do seem a little off, and
not only because of their ridiculous portraits.
A few generations of Mauzys after John, the
youngest of several sons, my direct ancestor ran
away from his family home in Northern Virginia and made a home in the wild frontier. He was
therefore written out of his wealthy father's will
while all of his siblings went on to live wealthy
and prosperous existences. This explains a lot
about my family.
So, if you find the spare time, you should give
this a try. You never know what you might learn
about your family, and about yourself.

Y o u have probably seen us on campus. We are the students who may stop
in the middle of the sidewalk and discreetly pull out a map of campus. If you
were to raid one of our closets, you may
not find any Longwood gear. Strange,
right? Welcome to the world of a transfer student, a new Lancer, a Longwood
noob. Every student's experience is different, so for those of you who are interested, I would like to share the story
of my transformation from a dog to a
>erson carrying a spear. If Jacob from
[Vilight transforms from a human to
<e dog. l

completed my freshman year at JMU,
then I took a semester off, arid now I am
here in Farmvegas.
New Student Orientation was held
Tuesday January 18th. While most lancers were snoozing in their Farmville
or hometown beds, we new students
started our day around 8 a.m. All day
we were ushered from building to building, learning about life at Longwood.
Topics included meal plans, technology
support, the honor code, housing, and
other college-related issues. I found the
staff and peer mentors very personable,
•
1
] } — T)
_
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including
Brig.
Gen.
Patrick
Finnegan,
our twenty-fifth president at Longwood.
And I will never forget the how everyone
in Wygal Auditorium bonded, through
simultaneous laughter, after Tim Pierson mispronounced Dirty Dancing's
Patrick Swayze's last name.
Although I have not been at Longwood for very long, I am already a fan.

It is incredibly different from JMU, and
I am constantly asked why I "downgraded." To me, it is not a downgrade; it's an
upgrade. Senior year of high school, I
icked between JMU and Longwood.
ack then, I was more concerned about
my social life and impressing people. I
wanted to be a student at a school most
people knew, so I picked JMU. I was
overwhelmed by the size of the campus
and the student body. One potential reason: I only had fifty-something people
in my graduating class. There are other
reasons that JMU was not a good match
for me (it takes a lot of self-control to focus on academics when parties are happening every night), but that is not imortant right now because I have a new
ome here at Longwood. Now, when I
tell people I attend Longwood, despite
their faces scrunching up and saying,
"Where's that?" I do not feel shame because I picked a college that is a good fit
for me.
Orientation in January allowed me to
meet other transfers. It was calming to
see other "new kids." Unfortunately I
do not know the official number of new
students, but I can say that Tuesday's
Orientation helped a crowd of new students, whether they were freshmen or
seniors trying to finish a final semester
of college. Then once Wednesday came,
there were no prominent distinctions
between transfers and existing students
(minus the deficit of Longwood t-shirts
and witnessing our lack of navigation I
previously mentioned). I am still working on making friends, so thanks to all
those people who have engaged with me
and invited me places. And I look forward to meeting more of you!
Thanks to my computer's calendar, I

g

K

just realized that
I have been here
for twenty days.
And I'm thinking, "That's it?!"
I am content
with my classes
and my teachers,
and I cherish the
sense of community
Longwood has. To
me, teachers seem approachable and eager to help. And chances are they know
your first name, maybe your last name
too. February has a plethora of events
that I plan to attend Because I want to
engage with the quaint community that
we call Longwood University. I am eager to check out clubs, internships, and
all the opportunities our school has.
Another lesson I learned after JMU is
that being a student is more than paying tuition and room and board. If you
desire a dynamic, memorable college exerience, then it requires effort and risk,
or me, I know after a day of classes, I
just want to get in a Facebook trance.
While this can be fun, compare learning
that Jack and Jill broke up to entering a
classroom of students working together
for a common goal. It could uterally be
a goal if this scenario was an intramural game, or a shared ambition to raise
compassion for homosexuals. These are
iust spontaneous examples, influenced
by Thursday when I attended a Rotunda
meeting. I iust want to encourage all of
us to reunite with our pre-college self,
curious nabout our future, and willing to
l . «
be new.
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Citation & Plagiarism Workshop
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

not taken lightly by honor boards.

3

^

H

^

S

l

/

^

uncertain. Uncited paraphrasing was cited

r

S

W

A

S5

e-mail was acknowledged to be the less
« ^ U o n H e i p

Online

^

w o B i o p ' s subjects will be proper creation
S S S S ^ f f i ^ h y ^ d S o n
S S S S
smd ^ S ^ ^ T i n g

and the efforts of the library are crafted to
respond to these connections.
Conducted by Instruction/Reference Ser-

and ideas. Plagiarism is further indicated
by unacknowfedeed borrowing of ideas
a i d lack of paraphrasing and marked quo-

tromc sources.
In conclusion, the instructor, ,in>jWjtton to
citation guide books were judged to be the

^ E ^ S T i n d a c t u a l e x i ^ i S M i K S t t o J i r w
S t a
A ° c ^ s c k n t i ^ profe^or c ^ ^ i l y d e d u c t

citation in informal and non-lcademic life
such as magazine articles, and the confuSS & A causes in previous unaccus-

^ s o u r c e s to improve the case of accidental plagiarism include asking librarians on
duty from 8 a.m. to 10 p.nTat the Learningfcelp Desk, « f t « * * Ubranansover

^
L
workrfiop.
confirmed the workshop arose out of conversations as to how to best educate rtu^
« dttfon.
toytajtomj
£££

x
a
^
r
a
^
:
ffiSfftS^mSSon
Stpaper'sTdeas, has to suck up the ihferior mkrk
and do better next time. However, many repeat the issues continuously and may even
commit accidental plagiarism: a charge still

• " S S t f S f c - M o w e d considering
"What is Plagiarism," when articles shoull
be referenced, and drills for spotting plagiarism and initiating its correction. Sections taken verbatim and paraphrased were
definite citations and summarizing was

were judged to not always be the best resources due to then position mdging student s knowledge. The Writing Center was
likewise judged to be a good help but not
entirely perfect. For contacting Librarians,

^
H
H
^
^
S
S
S
cite incorrectly so that they will know how
to improve.

Spring Job & Internship Fair
AS?t. features canor
^ «promote the Virginia Credit Union." Prospective ma- mond office and be prepared to work and put m some
OnTtoes Feb 8 the Spring lob and Internship Fair was jors were outlined as Business Administration, Finance, long hours during¡the siunmer.
,
held from 11 a m to4V m f f l f i d E w d l i S S S e n t i had and Accounting, but did not presently have the option of
Enterprise Holdings Blake Wingfield Mowed up with
a chan« to n
S
w
t
t
h
f
o
r
an internship instead of a job. Royce advised students to explanations for a management training proamn and a
« ^ ^ t ^ ^ i n S O T ^ a w ^ ^ ^ ^ p a n t s were cultivate "professionalism, suit up, talk about then] past management training internship involving M ent as
infori^d
to ccome^riv
and u ^ t idl7 years and majors
were experiences, [...] where [they] w ^ t to go, and make sure pects of sales marketing, operation, finance, in terms of
to
o m e early m a t a
J
3
when [they] tell us where [they] want to do, its applicable learning how to run the business from either an internship
The hall was populated from one side to the other with to who you are speaking with. " Using the example of a perspective and hoefully moving into a management trarnb i S e s f a n d o r £ S i o n repTesentatSesfrom dloverthe music major expecting a place in the backing world, Royce fng position or starting as a management training, graduate
S S n S S w
haTtheTown tabk and a pre
e x p l a i n e d V it is "probably not the appropriate place [for an&d then advancing in the company." Open to ^ m a j o r s ,
^ S u S S K t a K j S Srough the day, that student] to be*They told students to consider a job Enterprise Holding looks for persons wanting¡abmmessexD^twt lob Mid intern^up Mekers set out in lull formS instead of a career, and mkke sure they were certain of what like setting, with strong communication skills and customattlre and p u r s e d anAUions oflnrome or experience.
they wanted when speaking with vendors.
er service, marketing, sales, and leadership backgroimds.
T & t <$kS£e¿UTS«¿UySithleen Austin o? Central State Hospital in Petersburg Exposed to prevknifly strong student mvolvement from
ers paclced up a number of S m represenStives weie on Va., talked about offering entry-level positions as a mental both training and internships aspects, Enteronse Holding
^ f f t o ^ ^ S t A ^ o r w S S
health worker to interested shidents. Successful applicants expects its applicants Undress profession^,always conElliot Anderson of t h r C h e s t e S d Police Department, were advised to pursue advance level degrees In social duct themselves as if on a job interview and to bring their
dressed
ta^urifonn^ffitKatSeSS
work, psychology, or various related humilities. The job resume. Resumes should target prospective companies and
S ^ ^ l ^ G I s T ^ ^ l ^ c ^ ^ ^ i n d hu- description cengr on individuals who could work with the positions, and avoiding the generic resume for a generic
S
S
K
M
S
CfoetferfieldCounty ordin^ce enforcement.
ttl^^lffi^SSSSSS
airrent departm S K K ^ i n S H
justice! history,

i
i
n
"
&
more civil professions such as recreation therapy or music
therapy. Internships are not currently offered at Central
State Hospital a n / t h e job positions are judged to be more

^ S s S ^ E ^ f e t ^
S
' S B H f e ^ a f e
SoitthTinternship^

^ ¿ M ^ ^ t i b d 1 «
i d f i S S L V ^ Fraternal FUunci*
{ ^ J J ^ ^ o T a M S
ton! metro area... We're just looking to bring them on and

Ansela Rovce a representative of Virginia Credit Union,
J S S S i S S i ¡ S u ^ i t i o n s ^ ^ ^ , contact
c S « marketing rese^ch and product analyst, mortgage
sdesm^^
^ ^ ¡ T ^ ^ ^ L y c
n ^ n i opening
that occur on a monthly basis," and advised students to upload^in onUne ^ofile Iw which^heir skills may be aligned
with positions at Virginia Credit Union.
Focused in the business development department, and

mentor them for the Financial Services Bureau." Modern
Woodman Fraternal Financial's background is also considered vast for its industry and includls many communication, marketing, business economics and business finance
majors "
O? really anyone that has an entrepreneur!*
spirit and looking to build a business for them selves,
Offering both internship and job opportunities, Modern
Woodmen has had good experience with student interns
and provides a rigorous and real-life hands-on outline
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S & Director of Richmond's Camp Hanover MinhVu Nguyen attended the fair to "hire summer camp staff
and counselors." With a wide history of majors from education to psychology to communications, C ^ p H a n o v

^ F f S S S
i W ^ f &

S S
S ^

with other human beings, it's a great opportunity ... A life
changing opportunity.
Though all of these position provide something for a
wholly, or individually diverse number of people, these
were only a sample of the great number ofattendmgreoj
j
s
c
g
j
j
t
i
^
t
the Fall Job and Internship Fair tor yet more chances in tne
wide and opportunistic employment world,
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* You've G o t

* H o w t o Lose a

* H e ' s Just N o t

G u y in 10 Days

that Into You

*IOThings I Hate
A b o u t You
^Valentine's D a y

* T h e Ugly Truth

Love
The four-letter word that many fear to say
The four-letter word too many give away
On this Hallmark holiday that we've deemed
V-Day
Some will be happy, some will be sad
Some will have boyfriendsome
will have
dad
Some will have no one, some will have
friends
It's just another day, no matter how it ends.

My Valentine
Valentines is near
Just wishing you were here
You will always be near
My heart will never be the same
Beneath my skin, my soul lies waiting for you
Everyday I think of you Ifeel blue
Never give up hope
Remembering the first kiss
All I ask is to be with you
Andfor you to be my Valentine
For I will always cherish your heart
in mine

-Tara Carr
-Jose

Villalpando

The pathway to my heart is strewn
With giftstuhich don't cause me to swoon
Malodorous,
over-pricedflowers
Which wither and die within hours
Fattening sweets I despise
Bringing cellulite straight to my thighs
Tacky red cards with the line
'Dear Valentine won't you be mine'
So if it's my heart that you seek
Please listen to these words / speak
Send cupid away
Forget Valentine's Day
We can resume our courtship next week
F.S.

«
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ip AdviceColumn

Valentine! Do something for yourself and appreciate it.
If the day is supposed to be about love then perhaps we
should all start with loving ourselves. After all, no one
Rotunda Reporter
can or will love you if you ao not truly love yourself.
Another good thing about V-Day is that you don't
have to be that annoying lovey-dovey couple that ditches
their friends for a Hallmark holiday. Spend Valentine's
with your girlfriends! Take the time to ao something for
someone else. Send your friend a Valentine's Day card.
Go out to a good movie. Whether it's a chick flick or if
you're feeling more like My Bloody Valentine you'll have
a good time together. Remember tnat moment in Sex and
the City when Miranda and Carrie were both alone on
New Year's Eve? They were kind of sad and lonely, but
after Carrie rushed over to Miranda's to ring in the New
V alentine's Day used Year with her BFF, it made them feel better because even
to be an equal opportunity though the men in their lives were gone they still had
holiday. It was fair back in each other.
[ first grade when everyone
But if all else fails.... attempt to find a date! I am defibrought valentines for ev- nitely
fan of getting a good massage for yourself or goeryone and you were al- ing outa with
tne girls to celebrate V-Day, but if you can
most certain to get your put yourself out
there and spend it with someone you are
choice of chocolate candy. romantically attracted
to, tnat's even bettef! Sometimes
There was no competition. all it takes is that initiative.
Letting someone know you
There was no bitterness. would like to get to know them
better. Too often women
There was no 'us versus get stuck in the I-can't-ask-a-guy-out
because
them.' It was fair. But now we're told from such a young age thatmentality
that's
the
that we're older and everyone has paired off (or not paired iob." But sometimes you have to go after what you man's
want.
off) it's not so fair anymore. If you're in a relationship Make the first move. Put the ball in their court.
or even talking to someone you can pretty much assume
Regardless of how you spend this day, just remember
that Valentines Day will consist of more than a depress- that
after all the hype and build up of February 14th
ing movie and a gallon of ice cream. You don't have to comes...
February 15th! It's just a day.
worry about pretending to be okay with it because you
actually will be okay. But if you are single... oh, if you are
single... you get attacked by bears and candy and aisles of
all red and pink as soon as Christmas is over! You plot
and plan how you can get a man in those few short weeks
so you're not alone on V-Day.
But I've got news for you! We don't have to live like
this any longer! Don't let one day take over your mind!
Whether you're single, dating, or even if it's complicated,
Imind
promise
you
14tn
will
come
andbe
go
andyour
we
will
dition.
alltoAs
make
becorny
bigger
it.February
and
Instead
than
depressing
itof
really
building
as
is, ittry
sounds,
up
starting
this
day
ayour
new
in
own
tra-

TarA CARR

Top 10 things to do if your
Single on V-Day
1.)Throw a Party with Your Friends!
2.)Watch Trashy TV and Throw Popcorn
at the Screen
3.)Watch Guy-Hating Movies
4.) Go on a shopping spree
5.) Set up an online dating profile
6.) Go get a massage
7.) Visit family
8.) Cook yourself a nice dinner
9.) Take a road trip
10.) Go out dancing with friends

VALENTINE'S DAY
Longwood University
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If your single...
NICOLE DALES AND T A R A CARR

Rotunda Reporters

Valentines Day. Is it a day to declare you love or is it really just a "singles
awareness day" masked in chocolates, flowers and teddy bears? While those
in relationships stress about finding the perfect gift and making plans for
Valentines Day, those on their own finer themselves stressing, about wh^t
they are going to do if they have no valentine. If you are one of those, dont
stress too much. Really, Valentine's Day is not that different from any other
day. About.com and asKmen.com have a couple of ideas on how to spend the
day ifyou are single on this ever-dreaded Hallmark Holiday.

TÚ
XDficrt's in a name? t f j a t
\x>í)ící) \x>e \x>oufö c a l í a rose?
Trying to send the perfect message to a
special someone? Use this flower guide to
pick the color that represents your
relationship.

Plan a Movie Fest: How manv times have you thought to yourself, "I
should watch all of the 'Pirates 01 the Caribbean movies back to back or
nave a 'House' marathon' but then gotten tied up with other obligations and
could never do it? Well here is your perfect day! Round up all your single
friends, stock up on junk food and watch all your favorites. On spend the
night with your celebrity crush, such as Hugh Jackman, Ryan Reynolds or
wnomever.

Why wait for someone else to come along and do it tor you when you
have what you want right now? Too often we wait for others to read our
minds and magically discover what we want, but if you just do it yourself it
would save so much time!
Have a party: Throw an anti-Valentine's Day party or a singles mixer.
Whatever is cool, just don't pass up the opportunity to nave a good time. Got
invited to a party: Go! Don't have a date? Who cares? How are you supposed
to meet anyone anyway if you don't out yourself out there? Use this day of
love as an opportunity to get struck by Cupids arrow!

r

Red: Passion

Secret Valentines: Same concept as a Secret Santa. Round up all vour single
your
friends and write everyone's name on a slip of paper along with a list of yoi^r
id it ft
is your job tto
o make their'V a l toop three favorite things. Draw a slip, and
entines Day a great one. Afterall, V-Day is all about relationships! Take this
time to nurture your friendships.

&

Yellow: Friendship

Get yourself together: OK, not the greatest way to spend Valentine's Day,
but
will be
glad you did. Take the time to clean up your room, work on
_ you win
De g
your to-do lij>t or

ft

Pink: Appreciation

r

White: Marriage or new beginnings

iake^minute to *thinkabout it. You could spend all of Valentine's Day moping around your dorm or apartment, doing nothing except thinking about
the Fact that you dont have a boyfriend or girlfriend, and FacebooR stalking all of your friends in relationships. Or, you could spend the day getting
cleaned up and prepared, so when all of your friends are up at 3 a.m. trying to nnish that paper due on Monday you can be relaxing and stress free.
Sounds kind of nice, doesn't it? Besides, if you ever do get a relationship
you 11 be way to busy to clean up and get ahead on classwork.

It

Orange: Desire or enthusiasm

r

Lavender: enchantment or
love at first sight

Information:
Proflowers.com

Take the leap: Ask that uy or girl you have been noticing in your English
, p with both feet and see wnat happens, ibu
class out on a date,
UBlV| Be bo
ine behind them and passing them on Brock Commons for
have been sittin
...
jmmmmm
ing about it. I. bet if yoi
months now• so its about timeiyi
you did something
you
asked
the were
everyone who is in a relationship at least half oorr tthem would say they
nervous to ask out their significant other on a date at first. Not ready for that
step? Well tnen ask them out on a platonic date. Just go as friends, and you
never know what could come of this!
(202)1 has a DJ on Saturday night, and Charlies Waterfron
musicc. Macaaos will be, all aolled up with candlelight, waiters dressed in
Also check
bowties
valentines Day special that
tnat is yet to be.
oe revealed.
reveaiec
ies and a\ Valentine's
r<
out La Parota,, Shogun, or El Patron for good food and a good 1ime.
Trv vo
/our hand
and at bowline at the Main Street Lanes, or eo c leek out one
the day
out ana
Kroger
forget
enjoy your weekend, vjn yean, and don t ic
for the half-priced post-V-Day chocolates!
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The Engagement Epidemic:
Love is in the air as several Longwood studjenfsj>lan for marriage
friends. And now, just three years later, the two art getting
married. And the rest, as they say, is h i s t o r ^ ^ l lierstory
Rotunda Reporter
depending on who you ask.
J t ^
m
So how did it happen? "Well I a s k e ^ R r to marry me,
Every other day I walk into class, log onto Facebook, or
jr
just sit in my room and find out that someone's engaged. said Summerell simply.
But it wasn't quite that simple. There was actually some
It just started with a friend of a friend of a friend in my
News Feed, but then it started happening to my friends! To history and planning behind their engagement. Summerpeople I actually knew! And more and more, its happening ell's parents got engaged on New Years Eve so many years
ago. And this January, so did he with Chloe at about ten
seconds to mianight this January.
we had
naa talked
laixea recently
recenuy about
aooui how
now we were
wuc very
vci y tuim
"We
fond W
of
"Why wait? I mean, if you know
each other and we had talked about marriage in the future,
but I had sort of expected it like a year from now when we
this is right, don t hesitate."
graduate next December," said Abshire.
Though the two had discussed marriage and a future toDane Summerell eether, the bride-to-be was still very pleasantly surprised at
TARA CARR

Senior
at Longwood.
The plan is always (jokingly) for women to go to school
and pass the time learning while they meet someone to
marry and live happily ever after with - getting your MRS
degree. But that doesn t really happen anymore!... Or does
it?
_
.
. _
For this special Valentine's edition of The Rotunda, I
want to introduce you to a couple who actually met and
fell in love in college. Dane Summerell and Chloe Abshire,
seniors, met during their freshman year through mutual

flie

proposal.

"Some people are shocked that I didn't know, but I really
saia Abshire.
/\osnirc. •
v ,
„
hada no iaea, said
The average age of marriage is rising nationally, 25 for
women and 27 for men, as many young Americans are
more—career-focused.
says when
know
.But
1 —Summerells
—
it's the right person «there's
no reason to put i*
it off.
"Why wait? I mean, if you know this is right, don't hesitate," said Summerell.
Several of the couple's friends either recently got married
or are engaged to be married within the next couple or
years. Summerell's fraternity brother actually got engaged
just hours before he proposed to Abshire. The two did not
plan this, but Summerell says it's "a cool thing that Brad

ijove Songs

B csjt Gift Ideas
-Handmade Cards
-Coupon Book
-Romantic Message in a Bottle
-Handwritten Love Letter
-Personalized M&Ms
-Framed Picture of the Two of You
-Personalized Posterboard Puzzle
-Relationship Scrapbook

y?
_

Go in Farmville
16 Celebrate

L/

- C h a 3 e ^ Waterfront Cafe
-Macados
-La Parota Grill
-Pinos Italian Restaurant
-Per in i s
-Cake Kitchen
- El Patron
-Sunchase Cinema 8
-Ruby Tuesday
-Shogun Japanese Steakhouse
-Walker's Diner
-Merks Place

Dane's Valentine's Day Tip: It's not the value of the
gift, but the thought that goes with it.

Valentine's Day: The Man's

"Unchained Melody" by the Righteous Brothers
"Love Story" by Taylor Swift
"All I Want is You" by U2
"Love Me Do" by The Beatles
"Can You Feel The Love Tonight" by Elton John
"Here and Now" by Luther Vandross
"Kiss of a Rose" by Seal
"Better Together" by Jack Johnson
"Amazed" by Lonestar
"I Will Always Love You" by Whitney Houston

Where

i c as
aa pledge
p i c u g c brothers",
uiuukis .
iAufier] and4share
n o a a i m , i n t hhas
a s 1 changed their relaT h e coUDle S l K S the pengagement
*
" ' Las provided more stability and contionship
" is to come in life after Longwood.
crete definition
e reassuring and I have a lot more
"For me it feels
' future, but also as us together,"
confidence in not
said Abshire.
mm:»
Summerell added, "It'sVW for us to make plans together
... it's easier to work togemekas a team as opposed to two
individuals trying to figure\uithe rest of their lives",
The two have found one otherVeat perk to being engaged
before graduation. Abshire says the great thing about their
.engagement is that they are still students and can enjoy the
engagement and plan for the future without the stress ot
being technically on our own yet.
The couple says they have no special Valentines Day plans
and are just enjoying the day together after class and just
relaxing.
, . ,
"For
those
that
are
thinking
about
getting
engaged
*^
—..—
o , dont
,
stress about it, waiting for the perfect situation or that the
proposal has to be perfect. Just jgo with what feels right, and N
that
same
thing
goes for marriage
picking someone
to marry
Believe
in the
sanctitv,of
and the tact
that ityou.
is a
lifelong cQjjjyyaiimgj*; you've got to be prepared for that,
said Summerelir'^

st.

•mt
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Perspective
COREY MORRIS AND BEN M A I T L A N D

News and Sports Editor

Valentine's Day. It's a day of love. It's a day of hate. It's a day some might
hate to love, or love to hate. Regardless, it's right around the corner. Hopefully that's not a news flash for you gentlemen out there. When you get down
to it, the day has a different meaning when it comes to women and men.
The former sees it as a day to be treated like an angel and pampered in an
array of momentums. The latter sees it as either a wallet-buster, or a day that
is sometimes forgotten (either legitimately or not so much). Whether you are
a man who loves this day or dreads it, men view Valentine's Day a tad different than our opposite sex.
Men love history. We also are more attracted to the gore in life and see
events such as the St. Valentines Day Massacre as a pivotal point in the Valentine's Day celebration. While we don't recommend blowing your significant other's head off, we do see the historical importance of this day in 1929.
It was the day when A1 Capone's gang, the South Side Italians, and Bugs
Moran's troupe, the North Side Irish, fought it out in the streets of Chicago.
Why was it important? It gave way to Capone's legacy and inspired a number
of man-films.
Then there's the music. Something else dear to a man's heart. You have to
play music on Valentine's Day, whether it's mood music or just something to
pass the time. We recommend Jimi Hendrix's "Foxey Lady" or Eric Clapton's
"Layla." Try to avoid anything from Slipknot or Marilyn Manson. Save those
for the other 364 days of the year... Or maybe never.
And who could forget candy? M&M's and Hershey's Kisses are the favorites. We're not talking about Halloween candy here. Valentine's Day has the
good stuff. Candy corn and fruit-flavored eyeballs are not allowed. Neither
are Jolly Ranchers—something we strongly dislike. Instead, Valentine's Day
has chocolate hearts and Russell Stover's, that is, if you can afford it and if
you're a guy. It's not needing a rose to say "I love you."
Speaking of which, who started all this stuff with roses on Valentines Day?
Was it some thorn-loving botanist? I mean, for a sports enthusiast, the word
"rose" implies Pete Rose and the Cincinnati Reds. Pete was a betting man,
but we won't hold that against him, and we hope and pray for his induction
into the Cooperstown.
Ladies, you h^ve it good. Think about this scenario: Super Bowl weekend
has just passed. Imagine having to suffer through a game of football with
your man during Sunday night when you should be going out to a romantic
dinner out on the town just before the big day. If you are at the game, however, you know the best you'd get would be a $5 beer and a $4 hot dog. Cheapest date ever. You're lucky. All you'll have to contend with is NASCAR and
Daytona, which let's face it, is still much more important.
After all, Valentine's Day seems to be all about commercialization when
you think about it. Fluffy teddy bears, pajama grams, candy grams, build-abear workshops, etc. Frivolous cards that you get in kindergarten and then
start distributing again when you hit 20,21. It's the free market's way of
saying, ttI love you this much." This much being a gift you'll probably forget
about or a gift that will die and start to smell in a few weeks, like those dozen
roses.
In all seriousness upon investigating Valentine's Day, it's pretty important
we guess. For example, the day might be much more than what is portrayed
in public. For Ben, February 14 has a special place in his heart, as it's the day
his grandfather passed away in 1997. He was a World War II vet that served
on a Navy submarine in the Pacific. He always said, "Just be a good man."
After all, that's what the ladies want and deserve—a good man.
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Raychel Smithson, you re an
amazing person and you will always be loved by all your friends,
You will always be dear to our
heart. Happy Valentines Day!
-Sincerely your secret admireijg
and
friend
•

Dear Amanda,
Happy Valentines Day baby! I love
you more than words can explain.
You make me extremely happy.Iai
so grateful to have you in m ^ j H
you mean the world to me. M
Love,

Tommy
to i ; w h ^ k r ^ '

^

)?. v j j t ß l 3 fil

Everyone who is without a
valentine:
You are beautiful, and let this
day beforyou, too.
(À
Love,
Secret admirer

Dear John Cunningham,
Dear Tommy,
Happy Valentine's Day. I love
you so much! I can't imagine
being with anyone else. Here's to
many more valentines to come:)

I like you more than o
Will you he my valenti

Forever Yours,
Amanda

Rachel

lba

*k***bnkk

J******
But
I

(
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Know What You Don't Know
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
I used to hate Taylor Swift. A lot. Like
to the point of when a song would come
on, I would demand the radio be switched.
I would change the channel if she was on
TV, and I woifld stop reading a magazine if
there was an article about her. Yes, my hate
for Taylor went real deep. There are several
reasons why I hated Taylor, and those reasons need not be divulged in the editorial,
because the reasons are not the point. The
point was the hate was there, it was real,
and it was intense.
I thought she was whiny. All of her songs
seemed to be about some boy who hurt her
or some girl who was mean to her. I mean,
how many songs can you write about crying? Apparently the song potentials are
limitless, at least to her. 1 would laugh at
the girls who posted statuses about now
"Taylor knew their life," and I thought girls
whose sole purpose in life was to meet
Taylor (ehmemm, Michelle).
Enter Michelle. Michelle is one of the
layout editors on the staff. Now, she is one
of my closest friends, but in the beginning
she was the girl I sat behind in anthropology and across from in editors' meetings.
Suddenly, I became editor-in-chief of tne
paper, and I found myself settled at a desk
next to Michelle's. And I learned what it
truly meant for someone to have an obsession. No, I'm only joking. Well, sort of.
The point is Michelle loves Taylor Swift,
and simply could not accept the fact that I
had the absolute opposite feeling towards
her. She slowly worked to immerse me
in true essence of Taylor, while I resisted
the whole way. Finally, Taylor's latest album, "Speak Now" came out and I actually
started to like the music. I will never reach

Michelle's standard of passion for Taylor,
but I can certainly call myself a fan now.
This was a long-winded intro to a differ
ent topic: People Judge. I'm guilty of it; I
judge. Clearly it was the case with Taylor.
I took one small detail about Taylor, completely judged her, and hated her for no
reason. I use Taylor as an example because
I, quite frankly, am too embarrassed on my
behalf and the behalf of the other people
to use real life examples of my judgment.
But the truth is, I have done it, although I
am really trying to make an effort not to
because it sucks. Especially when you are
the one being judged.
You don't know me. Let me start there.
Even if you read this editorial every week,
have a class with me, are in a club with me
or merely stalk my Facebook, you have no
idea who I really am. I try to be open, try
to share my life, but there are still so many
things that never get disclosed. Never expressed.
.
I am the editor-in-chief of The Rotunda.
That does not mean I am out to get people.
I have no desire to ruin your life or make
you miserable. I cover the stories that need
to be covered, or the sensational stories, or
the ones that I know people are going to
want to read even if they want to pretend
like they don't.
I am a Communication Studies major,
but that doesn't mean I took the easy way
out. My major may seem like a breeze, and
to many majors I am sure it is. It does have
its difficulties, however, and my Broadcast
class alone is like working a part-time job
on top of my other work, l a m not trying to
slide by with easy classes and a high GPA,
and I'm not in tne program so I can be a
slacker who parties all the time. I am in it
because I want to be a journalist and it is
the most practical major offered at Longwood to pursue that dream of mine.

I am a Judicial Board justice, but that
doesn't mean I think I am better than everyone else. I don't look down on people,
and I don't judge someone in D-Hall because I've seen them at a case. I don't
ossip or share what happens in judicial
oard, and I'm again not trying to ruin
people's lives. I'm on judicial board in an
attempt to make it better, not to use it as
a way to get out of judicial board myself.
I am the president of a community service club, Dash, but that doesn't make me
a goody two-shoes. I was also the former
president of Circle K, and I let it go because it didn't work for me. I dont hate
Circle K, and I'm not trying to show up
Alpha Phi Omega (another comment I ve
heard). Both of these organizations are
m
:y were
wonderful, but thev
were not meant for
me. I started Dash because I was looking
for a particular opportunity to service, ana
I found exactly what I wanted; I hope the
other people in my club are getting what
they wanted too.
I am from northern Virginia, but I am
not stuck up. I'm not rich and spoiled, I'm
not a daddy s girl, and I don't get whatever
I want. I have a blessed life, but that doesn't

f

make me fall into any sort of stenotype. I
may have grown up in a house that doesn t
drink sweet tea or didn't go to church* but
I think my upbringing did me just as well
as a southern one could have.
Let me take this last moment to dispel
some other rumors. I am not extremely
smart, or even remotely smart. I am an average student, with a GPA that is nothing
to brag about. I do make mistakes, and 1
am willing to admit them. Oh, and those
rumors regarding me being a promiscuous party girl-well that's exactly what they
are. Because the number of parties I have
been to is laughably low and promiscuous
is hardly the word to describe me.
I'm not the only person to have rumors
started about her. I just seem to be the
only person who gets to use 1,000+ words
to explain myself in the paper. As I said
last week, this is your paper. There is no
reason why I should be the only one filling
this space. If you have something to say,
send it our way. After all, I'm sure many
of you have a rumor floating around you
would like to get rid of. Just remember the
opportunity is here.

Community Submission
Cyber Safety: How Secure Is Your Info?

When I first arrived at Loncwood University, I soon realized that Wal-Mart
couldn't meet all of my materialneeds. A debit card later and an Amazon.com account, I was soon introduced to the world of online shopping. I confess, I was naive
to the dangers of online shopping. Since thousands (if not millions) of other people
use it as their main source of purchasing goods, I tend to not think about the repercussions of giving my information to a website.
' ..
Tl
Fortunately, college is a place to expand my knowledge
concerning
things
I know
nothing about. Stemming from a
— — * T
Amazons nrivacv
hey explain
'they are a large company —
they sell and buy online stores. Ho
However, with
these purchases, Amazon states in their policy
that "as we continue to develop our business, we
might sell or buy stores, subsidiaries, or business
units. In such transactions, customer informa' tion generally is one of the transferred business
j j f l r ^ H M oldest pubUc institution
partnership.
assets." So not only do you lose your vendor to
the highest bidder, but your information as well.
Steve Lohr of The New York Times spoke of privacy policies in a February article. He exclaimed,
Longwood Dining Invites You to Longwood Student Appreciation Night
"These statements are rarely read, are often confusing and can't hopetocaptttte the complexityin?
.
bwrt
• * ••»•»-•!' •• •» • .".
':"";' "
t s-juLii
_
huit r '»ooi
When 6 Where:
of modern data-handling practices ... Consum- ru.
It: Featuring:
ers typically have little meaningful choice about
Wednesday, February 1$
the online use of their personal information —
4pm - Bpm
whether their birth dates, addresses, credit card
Visiting Chef Gilbert Holts,
DorriH Dining Hall
numbers or Web-browsing habits." I admit, when
I see terms like 'cookies' and 'single-pixel gifs,
Manu
Includes:
Western Kentucky University
these terms mean very little to me in my scope of
• Carved Prkna Rib of Baaf
University Celebrity Chef»
knowledge. Even when I look at the policy now,
. Lobe tar with Momay Sauce in
Guest. Chef
> Rosemary PawtnsW.District Executive Chef. VCU
Loflgwood CheF»

• Susphen Forrest
• Earl Lee
• FrsnkJsTodt

Ronald Robeson
• Aaron Robertson

lox 2901
ongwood University
armvüle, VA 23909
ditor-in-Chief
Business Managers
Rotunda Show Coordinators
Copy Editors

ayout Editors
News Editors
Features Editors
A&E Editor
Sports Editor
Online Administrators
Photo Editors
Advertising Managers
Office Administrator
Faculty Adviser
To Contact Editor-in-Chief
To Contact the Business Department
To Submit Stories
For General Inquiries

• President Patrick Flnnegan
• First Lady loan H m a f a n
• Vice Präsident 71m Pierson
. vice President Kan Perkins
• Vice Präsident Kathy W or star
• Vice Praaldant Franklin Grant

Voi-Au-Vtnt (Puff Pastry)
• Crab Cakes on GriRad Potonta
• Vegetarian Stuffed Portabelte Mushrooms
. Baked Alaska and Auortad Cheesecake
. Birthday Dinner Caka

Phone: 4*4-395-2120

Nicole Dales
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Chelsea Putland
Sarah Schmader
Michelle Moodhe
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Ian Shih
Jamie Clift
Semein Washington
Katie Reilly
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Katlyn Norman
Matt Orben
Crissy Field
Tamika Sayies
Katie Gatzke
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rotundaeditor@gmail. com
rotundabusiness@gmail.com
rotundastories@gmail.com
rotundanewspaper@gmail.com
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partment of Communication Studies & Theatre,
asking him what precautions people should take
before entrusting their information to a website.
He said, "Most surveys show that young adults
are not fully aware of what their privacy rights
id at
ten minutes,
minutesi, before
are when they shop online. They should spend
at least
least ten
betore they
they De\
gin shopping, to check the privacy policy/notice of the seller. Rao ajfo advised that
,argeSnepro\^
but to check smaller vendors for
their online security statements.
, , ,
. .
. c
I will admit, Amazon is a powerful persuader and they have me (and my lntormation) hooked on online shopping. Even if rules become more stringent, will it really make a difference? Instead of implementing stricter policies, I beheve its more
important to educate people on how to become technology-savvy. As I reflect back
to when I first started my Amazon.com account, I wishedld taken the time to look
over the policy before checking the box that was a virtual signature of my agreement
with the website ... and all of the strings attached to it.
For more information about online safety and Lohrs article, you can visit http.//
www,,nytimes.com/2010/02/28/technology/internet/28unbox.html.

PROPS &DR0PS
Props to:
+ 202 Bar & Grill
+ iPhone 4 being on Verizon
+ Refund checks
+ Pizza bagels
+ Pineapple pizza
+ Significant others viaiting
Drops to:
- D-Hall Mardi Gras dinner served a month early
- Stepping in puddles
• The wind
. Lint
• Expensive laundry
- Ambiguous text messages

Rotunda Editorial Policy:
Editorials, Letters to the Editor, and/or Online Comments are viewed byThe Rotunda Editorial Board before publication. All are encouraged and become property of The Rotunda
upon reception. Submissions from anonymous sources may be printed with approval ot the
editorial board after analysis. Letters or comments that distastefully attack individuals or organizations or use excessive inappropriate language will not be printed. Determinations are
made solely by The Rotunda editorial staff and faculty adviser(s).
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A High Price
for Stardom
¡i

K A T I E REILLY

A&E Editor
with The Yeah Yeah Yeahs
"Heads Will Roll" It's time for
You
Now."
It
sounded
like
T h i r t y years ago, you would
finally over! The cheerleaders
LAURA BETH STRICKER
it was practically pulled "zombie camp."
be shunned in society for caropened
with
a
fiery
version
Copy Editor
Lots of Karofsky in this
off the
radio
rying a child outside of a marof their Regionals routine set straight
episode.
Exciting! Heartairwaves.
Judging
by
the
club
riage. Not to mention that most
to Katy Perry's "California
to-heart
with
Mr. Shue,
members' faces, it looks like
parents would probably disown
I was dancing in my desk Gurls," complete with fire, they were impressed.
all
the
energy
suggesting
their children who did. And
chair on Sunday night, not BMX-bike ramps, and blue
be
put
into
from
bullying
mto
"The
girl
with
the
Mohawk
that was only thirty years ago.
only celebrating the Packers hair. Sue's reaction: "Im had an especially nice voice." Glee? And, he didn't fight
So what s to blame nowa..< t-i
r
„-l rUfil
Super Bowl victory, but bored."
comment broke the with Finn, for. once! Civil
days for the wide acceptance of
A & E
Cut to the football field. Full One
also eagerly awaiting for the
niceness, and Puck goes at conversation! There might be
young single mothers? Me? I m
return of my beloved "Glee. stands, cheerleaders, and pep him with the guitar. Chaos progress coming out of Dave
C
O
L
U
M
N
going to blame something comFor those of you who may talks from Finn, but Karofsky ensues, and commercial airs. Karofsky.
monplace and popular: tele
;oes a little crazy. Then the The Chevrolet commercial
not know me, I am a selfSue's do-or-die ultimatum:
vision. Television has forever
•all is dropped, the other
professed, die-hard Gleek. I
with
the
cast
of
Glee,
Cheerios
or Glee Club?
been an influential tool that the
nave a treasured autographed team scores. The Beast blows conveniently!
Rehearsals
continue to
media uses. In this case, television is used to pull
up,
and
the
team
dissolves
Season 1 poster. I have Alpha
Puck and Finn are improve, and the zombie
aaoss a point that has, for a very long time, been
into
fights.
Karofsky
is
Sigma Tau letters with Glee
reminiscing about
their makeup is superb. Arties
fiwvfted upon,
'
,.
fabric. I've watched every kicked out after he declares
I 3he show "16 and Pregnant" first premiered in ejnsode, own almost every he won't block for Finn in the past friendship. They need face especially looked like a
to become allies again. partialis decomposed face/
jyie'of 2009, taking MTV by storm with the hard
championship game.
They have to win the skull. The boys are great
life of single, young mothers attempting to live a
We
learn
through
Sues
OK,OK ... on to the show!
zombies!
championship.
normal lite by societal standards. It showed the
Thanks to AOL, I was able journal time that she's 31,
Their mood is quickly
The
human
cannon
is
struggle of being judged by peers, the emotional
and extremely desperate to
battlebetween exes and new boyfriends, as well as to sneak a peek at three clips create a legacy. She invests in unveiled to the ladies. squashed: The hockey team
the constant struggle to keep up with school work from the Super Bowl episode a human cannon, shooting Brittany was selected, but (!!!) slushies all of them!
titled "The Sue Sylvester
and make it through college.
the guy clear across the decided she didn't want to die Karofsky wants to quit, and
Shuffle,"
and
I
was
giddy
with
yet. Sue launches a dummy, The Beast threatens his place
The show quickly gained popularity by allowing
I couldn't wait football field.
viewers a portal into a "forbidden world where excitement.
Poor Artie gets slushied. which is promptly blown to on the team. Finn almost
the football commentary
the rules were allowed to be broken and see how for
Mr.
Shue and The Beast bits. Bad idea. She winds up prevails, but Karofsky walks.
to
end
and
the
music
to
Then the Dalton Warblers
in Figgins' office with him
the ®
girls struggled
to live in a hostile
societal enviTL
a i i n e A c t a r r p r n c m i - I begin. From the clips, I have a heart-to-heart in the
(cue
the
swoons)
are
and
Shue.
No
consent
from
gathered that Sue was majorly teachers' lounge, concluding the student, no firing. She rehearsing.
"Bills,
Bills,
peeved at the blue-haired that all the football starters
oes on a rampage, which Bills" is the choice song, and
rope,
cheerleaders, demanding all are in glee club. Mr. Shue has
things got out of hand.
iggins is taking out of her I'm once again impressed.
an
idea
on
how
to
unify
the
of
them
insert
chicken
cutlets
paycheck.
She continues the Darren Criss and Chris
Maci Bookout is just one example. What startteam. The rest of the football
ed out'as a show to dissuade the young from un- into their uniforms to boost team is introduced as new stampede into the locker Colfer, along with the others
planned pregnancies quickly turned into a differ- a certain part of the anatomy members of the glee club for room. She moved the night are stellar, with Criss being
... Rachel and Puck did a
ent kind of message. Instead of seeing a broken girl,
the next week. As the glee of regionals to the same night the amazing leading man
the image of a young superstar quickly emerged. duet, despite the majority club and team break mto as the championship football again. Another emotional
heart-thunuring
What should have shouted desperate and a deci- of the football team looking yells and groans, Mr. Shue game. No halftime show, no and
sion gone wrong quickly grew to a fanciful and on in the choir room ... The and The Beast assure them cheerleaders. Another idea: performance ... capped off
'
Bookout was struggling
to Dalton Warblers (Darren that this is the best and only Get New Directions in the with the declaration that the
glamorous
life ure, __—H
,
rehearsing
for
show, football players in tow. men are ready for Regionals.
Five the life she wanted, but she was also gracing Criss!)
Regionals
...
and
of
course,
W
In Mr. Shue's words, "the Well, we'll see about that!
the television screen and being invited onto talk "Thriller" being performed
That duet from Rachel and
Blaine and Kurt meet
Super
Bowl of pop anthems:
shows and showing up in the tabloids alongside | pn tfie football field.
Puck? A fabulou^rendition
superstars (like iJijrMPfl^ Lohan and Kim Kardaahta.l
'Thriller.'" Mashed together Mercedes and. Rachel for
of
Lady
Antebelfom's
"Need
At 10:38 p.m., the wait was
coffee, and they talk about
an.-mt„::.o:»... «ofrxrTC «mtW.:
the issues at McKinley. No
Only recently she was seen enjoying a night out
want to sign up for
with Jersey Shore" stars Sammi and Deena. She
footalso claims to be close friends with Bristol Palm,
The girls make a proposition
telling the media that they often compare their
thanks
to Blaine and Kurt:
struggle with being single mothers, discuss their
They want to join the team.
ex-ooyfriends and the growth of their children,
And once The Beast says yes,
and support one another in general.
they're excited! Meanwhile,
The «how was first endorsed as a way to show
Brittany faces the cannon:
young girls the hardships that being 16 and pregWin Nationals, or not?
nant involved. It was meant to support the use ot
After lots of opposing
birth control or support the idea of waiting until
touchdowns,
then
a
marriage for sex. I personally don't see the show in
spectacular
run
from
this light, nor have I ever.
Tina, Sam is asked to be
TheTmessage I see more clearly is this: eet pregquarterback, Puck goes to
nant, apply to be on the show, gain stardom and
convince the team to do the
become BFFs with "Jersey Shorestars. Young girls
halftime show, and Finn goes
don't read between the lines, and television is takto stop the Cheerios from
en more at face level than as something to invoke
leavings
avings for Nationals. They
deep thought. The girls watching this show arent
quit
the Cheerios. They all
~ait
tne
seeing the hard lives of the girls; they are seeing the
hate
Sue,
and they throw it in
hard Eves of the girls on television.
her
face.
Six months later another show came into the picAll the guys are back in
ture "Teen Mom" was created to carry on the sto... except Karofsky. What is
ries of the mothers who had been introduced on
with that guy?
the previous show, "16 and Pregnant. The show
specifically followed the four original girls, Maci
Bookout, Farrah Abraham, Amber Portwood, and
at
Continued
Catelynn Lowell.
.
,
, • „ .„.
therotundaonline.com.
The first series finale brought an epic 3.6 million
viewers, the second bringing 5.5 million viewers.
Photo Courtesy: onfinemovieshiit.coin
In less than a year the show had almost doubted
in popularity, the girls finding places in society as
both good and bad mothers, but more so famous
girls to follow both online and through theshow.
A second series of the show, "Teen Mom 2 aired
oh MTV in January 11,2011.
What originally was thought of as immoral and
unacceptable has become a worldwide phenomenon and money-making scheme. The four girls
for Ricky, her deceased fiancé, and then a lap for herself. After
have gained worldly influence and recognition tor B R O O K E J E N K I N S
the track, the women went to relax by the pool. When they got
birthing a child at the age of 16 and struggling with Rotunda Reporter
there, Brad took Emily for another one-on-one. This upset the
the difficulties that accompany something that can
other women and some even confronted him about not teehng
olnly be referred to as a bad decision.
special. Brad told the women that he was doing this because
What is wrong with this picture? When did
T h i s week, "The Bachelor" was an interesting one. Brad
"messing up" become acceptable or a standard fu- and the women went to Las Vegas The first date of the week Emily was upset and he wanted to talk to her about it. The
night ended when Brad gave the rose to Emily, to let her know
ture career? But maybe I'm being too harsh?
was with Shawntel. The date started off with a trip to the mall. that he did not judge her for her past.
There are two sides to this story. On one side they Brad gave Shàwntel the opportunity to go store to store and
The last date of the week was the dreaded two-on-one date,
are caring for their children, not endorsing abor- buy whatever she wanted. After the shopping spree, Shawntel
tion, and making a life for themselves. But at what returned to the hotel where the women were staying. She was which meant one woman was not coming back. Brad invited
cost? Will young girls really see their mistakes as a hesitant to show off her new items, but did anyway. Shawntel both Ashleys on this date, because he liked both, but he was
mistake? Or wifi they more likely be drawn to the finished off the afternoon by getting ready for dinner. Dinner unsure of tliem as well. The girls for verv u p ^ t by Uus for
limelight and the fantasy element of starring on a was on top of the roof of the mall. Shawntel explained her two reasons; they both knew that they had a 50/50 chance ot
television show, a more powerful image than the profession as a funeral director and an embalmer. She even qoing home. Plus, they had become so close and were best
nouse. The
inc jun»
rr
— ariends in m
thee house.
girls had the ~
opportunity
to —
learn
one of them struggling? I, for one, would go with went into detail about how she injects the deceased and her tnends
performance
with
Cirque
du
Soleil,
and
the
one
who
got
the
the latter.
.
.
, ,
..
. , experiences. Brad seemed uneasy about the conversation at
Stardom is a fickle thing and when its gained first but explained that he had a great time with her the whole rose would perform in the show that night. After practice,
under such circumstances it only gains that much day. The night was finished off with fireworks and their hrst Brad took the women to dinner. He explained he had concerns
about both women. He told Ashley S. that she would make a
more power to convince the young that its worth kiss.
great
wife, but she was not the one for him.
anything to obtain it, even becoming pregnant at
6
Next was a ;
At
the
cocktail — |
1
the age of sixteen.
and
Emily's
rapi
|
w ^ c t i n g a Ïittie cfifïerently. He took her aside and sne una the rose ceremony,
—
him what nappened to her fiancé on that venr track. He told now only eight remain. "The —
Bachelor
comes
on
ABC
at 8
her that she did not have to get in the car, but she took the p.m. on Monday nights.
chance to leave her past behind. As she drove, she took a lap
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Vagina Monologues Returns for Another Year
SARAH SCHMADER

Co-Layout Editor
T h e Vagina Monologues Director and sophomore
theater student Daniel Ellis said that every great production should be able to be defined by one line from
the script. Ellis said the line that best embodies Vagina
Monologues is, "I love vaginas, I love women, I do not
see them as separate things."
The monologues have been performed for the past
three years at Longwood. They were first put on by a
Greek organization in conjunction with the theater department, then revived last year by Carisa Ruf and produced by the Alpha Psi Omega (APO) theater fraternity.
This year, it will again be produced by APO and directed
by sophomore theater student Daniel Ellis.
Ellis said, ""It's really an enlightening show and a great
experience."
Started by Eve Ensler, the monologues are part of the
V Day campaign, an activist movement to stop violence
against women and girls while promoting awareness and
raising money. Every year they have a spotlight project
where they focus on a different part of the world or crisis. Last year's spotlight project was the Democratic Republic of Congo andthis year's project is Haiti.
The V Day Movement requires a lot of rules to be followed concerning the Monologues. Auditions are not
exclusive to actors; everyone is invited to audition, even
professors. Also, whoever auditions must be involved in
the show in some way. If they're not cast, then they have
to be offered some sort of position.
"I'm really looking forward to seeing a lot of new involvement. This isnt a theater vthing, this is a women
thing," Ellis said.
% .
Associate Professor of Theatre Pamela Arkin said that
the faculty is hands-off. "It's all student generated and
student run. They're the ones who came up with the
idea to do it again, they're acting it, directing it, making props, making costumes ... Its all student work. We
arent telling anyone how to do it."
Arkin said, "It could be terrible, but it's theirs. Or it
could be wonderfUl, and it's theirs. I'm hoping that it's a
brilliant success."

Arkin said that the monologues are shocking, but educational. "It's important to become educated. If you're on
a university campus, some of the things may be shocking
to you - against your religion or your value system - but
still the underlying information is important to discuss."
Arkin reflecteaon her participation in the women's
movement throughout the years. "Every generation of
young women has embracea this as their discovery."
She said, "I've changed my viewpoints on things - not
drastically, but somewhat. It's through awareness of living and nearing about other cultures and people and
events that have happened. That's how^I've learned and
grown. It's an important thing to learn."
Ellis is taking this year's production of the monologues
in a different direction than in prior years.
w
"In the past, it's mostly been about female genitalia,"
Ellis said, but I wanted it to be about women; their experiences with sex, their experiences with other women,
their experiences with men; their experiences within
their lives. We can learn a lot from each other that way."
Senior Karah Morgan participated in the monologues
last year and is in the cast again this year. "In the theater
department, the Vagina Monologues is the thing that everyone wants to do... It was really cool to say vagina on
stage and not be judged for it."
Morgan said, I really hope that it opens discussion;
that it torces people to talk about issues you usually skirt
around."
Ellis encourages everyone to come out to see the monologues. Everyone is welcome: communication students,
psychology students, art students, etc. They are even incorporating student art, which will be hanging behind
the cast on the stage. The artwork will reflect different
aspects of femininity.
The Vagina Monologues will be taking place in the
Communications Studies building's Lab Theatre on February 11 and 12 at 7 p.m. and February 13 at 3 p.m. Tickets will be sold for $2.
Ellis added, "The purpose of theater is to educate
and entertain, but this has a third purpose. It is to raise
awareness and to stop the 'femicide that is occurring all
over the world."

Roommate
a residence hall and, after coming home from a party,
she meets her roommate, Rebecca. In the beginning of
Rotunda Reporter
the school year, Rebecca seems cool and not very weird.
I went to see "The Roommate" on opening day, She may have a few tics (who doesn't?), but she seems
expecting to be terrified, as the trailers made the film seem like a perfectly normal Los Angeles girl. She tells Sara
that she can borrow anything of hers that she
like a horrifying tale of a college roommate
wants. Sara falls for a boy she met at
who goes crazy and is supert first seminal college party
overprotective, however the
and they quickly declare . ?
film failed in my opinion
T
k
. dating ¡status. '"Over me
the "
at being horrifying. ~ "
movie,
course
of
the
every single preview
Rebecca gets stranger
of the film, the film
and stranger, A series
was marketed as a
of unfortunate events
horror film and,
f different
movie,
while the film
but
very
relevant
had its moments
concept) involving
of horror, H may
a
belly button ring,
have been more
a
dark shower stall
at home under the
(how
many times will
suspense category. ^
you
go
into the shower
"The Roommate,"
before
you
realize
according to IMDB.
that
it
is
a
generally
bad
com, is about "college
idea
to
hop
in
the
shower
student Sara finds her
a "horror" movie? Did jwe
safety jeopardized after she's
learn
nothing from "Psycho"?),
assigned to a dorm room with a
an
adorable
kitten,
and a residence hall
new roommate, Rebecca." That is the
dryer.
When
Rebecca
invites
Sara
to her house for
plot, according to IMDB. If you have ever seen a
Thanksgiving,
even
more
creepy
things
are revealed
suspense film, you know the basic plot. Sara moves into

CHERYL HINTERLEITNER

'A Turning of Seasons' for The
Decemberists
J E S S I C A STANLEY

Rotunda Staff Writer
T h e Decemberists, an alt/folk rock
band that found its start in Oregon
during 2000-2001, dropped a new album
on January 18. "The lung is Dead" made
it to number one on the US music charts,
a first in Decemberists history. As a
Decemberists fan for the past couple of
years, I was excited to hear about the new
album and found it on iT\ines a couple
of days after its release. Upon hearing
a press release on NPR about the "new
musical lightness" of the album, and the
return to an Americana folk feel, I was
interested to see what surprises the new
tracks had in store.
"Here we come to a turning of the
seasons." The opening lines of "Don't
Carry it All," the first song on the album,
are right on track. Rolling Stone magazine
calledthe album "the mostpastoral, rustic
record they've ever made. Fans of "The
Crane Wife" and "The Mariner's Revenge
Song" be warned: This album is pretty
different from what you're used to. Well,
maybe it's not THAT different, but it still
took me off-guard the first time I listened
to it because it wasn't The Decemberists
that I was used to.
Perhaps the biggest difference is the
addition of REMV Peter Buck on the
tracks, "Don't Carry it All," "Down by
the Water," and "Calamity Song." There
was also a distinct lack of the intricate
epic ballad style that marks albums like

"Castaways and Cutouts and Picturesque."
As I made my way through the album, I
was struck by the various styles that I ran
into. "January Hymn" sounds more like
the Decemebrists that I know and expect
from other albums. "All Arise," however,
made me open my iTunes back up and
make sure that it wasn't glitching because
the song sounded more fike a honky-tonk
Alan Jackson tune than the Decemberists.
I ra not going to pretend to be a
Decemberists super-fan. It took me a
while for them to grow on me and even
now there are certain songs that I just flat
out don't enioy. This album, however, was
different. There was enough variation
in tempo, instrumentation, and subject
matter to keep me interested. From the
Neil Young-esque "June Hymn," the
REM tribute "Down by the Water," and
the Celtic-inspired "Rox in the Box," I
personally enjoyed the album all the way
through.
While the Decemberists have caught
some heat from fans and critics about
"selling out" or trying to commercialize
in order to get radio time, I applaud
front man Colin Meloy and his band of
minstrels for trying something new. All
in all, I would call The King is Dead" a
success, based on the fact that it has the
potential to draw in a wider fan base while
still entertaining the current listeners and
loyal fens.
The new album, alone with other
Decemberists tracks, can oe found on
ilbnes or in stores.

about Rebecca.
(
While home on Thanksgiving break, Rebeccas parents
are completely scared of stepping on Rebecca's nerves,
Sara is tiptoeing around the house trying not to upset
Rebecca's parents, and being confronted by Rebecca's
peers from high school, who warn her away.
The girls return to school and Sara becomes so disturbed
by things that she has discovered about Rebecca that she
movps m with her boyfrieiyj af ,a fraternity house, which
ii'temporary while Sara's fashion designer friend is out
of town. Sara's ex-boyfriend, Jason, comes into town and
does not leave.
Let's forget the fact that the college freshman go out to
clubs which are clearly 21+ and drink crazily, thist rmovie
flinching away
screen and into the shoulder of a friend.
By the end of the movie, Rebecca has had a psychotic
break and after quite a bit of drama involving an X-ACTO
knife and a gun, life returns back to normal for Sara.
I cannot go on in this review or I will give away the entire
movie ana the ending to those who want to go see this
film. Honestly, I cannot give this movie any higher than
a rating of 2 of 10. Ana I enjoy some horrible movies,
like "From Justin to Kelly." This one was just difficult to
stomach for me.
Photo Courtesy: «imw.empiremovies.coni

The Age-Old Question: Who Wins in the
Battle between Zombies and Unicorns?
CHERYL HINTERLEITNER

Rotunda Reporter
Edward or Jacob? Humans or Zombies? Pirates or Ninjas? Zombies or Unicorns?
An age old question: who would win in the ultimate battle between zombies and unicorns?
On one side stands the zombies—flesh-eating, brain-craving, mindless humans from
beyond the grave—or unicorns—the creatures which populate the dreams of little girls.
There are many arguments defending both sides of the battle, debated for weeks on the
blogs of Holly Black (of "The Spiderwick Chronicles" fame, also acclaimed in the genre
of urban fantasy with Tithe") and Justine Larbalestier (of "Magic or Madness fame) and
the debate was molded into an anthology with stories defending both sides while trying
to prove the worthiness—and corresponding bad-assery—of either unicorns or zombies.
Black writes for the side of unicorns, while Larbaleister writes for the zombies in the
anthology "Zombies vs. Unicorns." There were other entries (it was an anthology after
... ,byo tauthors
..
—«-.„v Garth
—a. VT:_
i j j - i - — " aMaureen
u r e e n Johx
Scott
Westerfeld (Zombies),
Nix (Unicorns),
Johnson
all)
(Zombies), Meg Cabot (Unicorns), Libba Bray
(Zombies), Cassandra Clare (Zombies), Alaya
Dawn Johnson (Zombies), Carrie Ryan (Zombies),
Kathleen Duey (Unicorns), Margo Lanagan
(Unicorns), Naomi Novik (Unicorns), and Diana
Peterfreund (Unicorns).
The book makes a good point for the positive
qualities ofboth parties and at the time of this article,
tne poll available on the website for the book was
split almost evenly, with unicorns gaining a slight
advantage over zombies. I would encourage those
who areinterested to pick up a copy of this book and
read it, as it is thoroughly interesting. And readers
of this article may be thinking "Isn't thisjupposed
toicorns?'
to be a review of Zombies vs. Uni
In res r onse to that, I say yes, but if I wrote a
review about this book, I fear that this review
would be biased in such a way that I would sway the
reader in my direction of opinion of who wins the
competition. I do, however, favor unicorns, and,
in my opinion, unicorns beat zombies every time.
This oook receives a rating of 9.2 out of 10, with 10
being the highest.

SPORTS
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Women's Basketball Takes Down Roadrunners

The Good,
the Bad, and
the Lockout
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

Ouper Bowl XLV is over.
All the months spent training,
all the effort to be competitive paid off forjust one team:
the Green Bay Packers. Aaron
Rodgers and the Pack capped
off a stellar playoffs run with
their victory in Dallas on Sunday night. They really did outSPORTS
play Pittsburgh in all facets of
COLUMN
the game anadid not commit
any costly mistakes. Rodgers threw for 304 yards and
completed 24 passes, three of which were touchdowns. As a result, he was named Super Bowl
MVP. That's a huge accomplishment for Rodgers,
as he also completed an amazing run during the
playoffs. He made absolutely no errors during the
course of 60 minutes, while Ben Roethlisberger
threw two interceptions, one of which was returned for a touchdown. Rashard Mendenhall
committed perhaps the costliest turnover for
the Steelers, fumbling the ball late in the going,
which was recovered oy the Packers. On tne ensuing Packer drive, Rodgers marched down the
field, eventually finding wide out Greg Jennings
in the corner of the end zone, for what turned out
to be a game-clinching TD.
The amazing thing about Rodgers' performance
on Sunday was that ne could very well have had at
least two more throwing touchdowns had it not
been for at least five dropped passes. The majority of those dropped balls were by Jordy Nelson
of Green Bay. Most of the dropped balls came on
slant routes or crossing routes. If Nelson reeled in
a few of those passes, ne would have had a semiclear lane to the end zone. In the end, that's neither here npr there. The Pack got it done, even
without veterans Donald Driver and Charles
Woodson, who suffered injuries in the first half
and never returned. My hat's off to Green Bay.
The "Cheeseheads" finally have the Lombardi
Trophy to bring home again.
Now that a champion has been crowned, the
most pressing question facing the National Football League is whether there will be a season at all
in September. The talk of a lockout still has not
subsided. Commissioner Roger Goodell and the
members of the Players Association have come
to the bargaining table to hash things out, yet no
resolution has been found. From a fan's perspective, the potential for a lockout with no professional football leaves a bad taste in your mouth.
There's no reason why two parties can't come together to make a collective bargaining agreement
work other than arrogance.
Can the NFL's slew of multi-million dollar players take a pay cut? Yeah, I believe they can. Even
if it's just a few percentage points, the rich player aristocracy will still have plenty of dough to
toss around. Can Roger Goodell and some of the
front office brass take a pay cut, too? You bet your
bottom dollar they can. Goodell has already said
he would cut his salary to one dollar if the bargaining agreement fails and a lockout happens. A
consensus has to be reached so that it doesn't get
that far. Come to think of it, the notion of Roger
Goodell living on a dollar a year salary sounds
pretty funny.
One other thought: do NFL players, especially
retired players suffering from -debilitating injuries, deserve better treatment from the NFL?
I don't think there's anyone in their right mind
who would say they don t. Players who have given
their time, effort, heart, soul, mind, and body to
the game have to have better care. I'm not sure
if that topic has been brought up during these
negotiations, but it needs to oe addressed It has
been well-documented what can happen to professional football players after their careers are
over if they are not properly cared for. All I want
the NFL to do is give some support other than
just a handshake and a promise. Here's an idea:
instead of arguing about a lockout, have everyone associated with it take a pay cut and give it to
players in need. That may sound like an implausible idea to some, but I think it could be made
to work.
Goodell and DeMaurice Smith, the executive
director of the NFL Players Association, have to
come to terms that are beneficial to everyone, if
that's possible. Do I think a lockout is inevitable
and likely will happen? Yes, given the current
state of things. Will part of the season potentially
be lost? Yes, I believe so. I hope, however, that I
am proven dead wrong. Who wants to see professional football in September? I sure do, and I
think you do, too.

BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
T h e Longwood Lancers
women's basketball team
took down CSU Bakersfield
77-65 last Wednesday, Feb.
2. The game was played in
Farmville in Willett Hall.
Senior Krvstal Garrison
continued ner good play,
scoring 16 points which tied
her for the game-high. The
Roadrunners (14-11) were
led by Amber Williams who
also nad 16 points on the
night.
Longwood was down
early on 6-0 before storming back to take the lead 7-6
with 16:15 left in the first
half. The Lancers kept the
momentum up as the half
continued leading 21-15
with 9:51 left on tne clock.
The visiting Roadrunners
took the lead 22-21 with
7:15 left in the half on a nice
layup by Kristine Herman.
Junior Brittanni Billups and
sophomore Chelsea Coward knocked down the next
two baskets to put the Lancers back in front. Longwood
never trailed again during
the game. The lead stood 3733 at the half in favor of the
home team. Twentv-three
oints were scored by the
ancers' bench in the first
half, including 10 from junior Heather Tobeck.
Longwood stretched the
lead to 48-40 just a few
minutes into tne second
half. Garrison nailed a big
three-pointer and sophomore Crystal Smith hit two
free throws as the Lancers
widened the gap. CSU Bakersfield closed the deficit
to four points with 5:38 left
in the game, but Longwood
held on. Garrison ana Coward both made three-pointers in the closing minutes.
Longwood shot 41.5 per-

E
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cent from the field, 44.4
percent (4-9) from three>oint range and 79.2 percent
rom the charity stripe. Five
^ancers were in doubleigures. Coward and Smith
scored 13 points each. Tobeck scored 12 points with
three blocks. Billups scored
10 points and pulled down
nine rebounds. Longwood

had 13 steals and scored 19
Eoints off of turnovers. The
ancers outrebounded their
opponent 50-37.
Tne Roadrunners shot 34.8
percent from the floor, including 21.1 percent (4-19)
from Behind the arc, and
78.9 percent from the foul
line. TyonnaOutlan.d scpred
13 points ana Herman add-

ed 10 points.
After the hqme victory,
the Lancers travelled to
Winthrop University for a
road matchup on Sat., Feb.
5. Longwooa lost the contest 54-46 in Rock Hill, S.C.
Coward led the Lancers (516) with 19 points. Katie
Fitzgerald scored the most
for the Eagles (10-11) with
11. Winthrop held a huge
lead towards the end of tne
first half leading Longwood
33-15. The Lancers closed
the gap a little trailing at the
half33-20.
Longwood came out firing
to start the second half, going on a 16-2 run. Coward
scored 12 of those points
during the run. The Lancers grabbed the lead 36-35
with 14:22 left after Coward hit another shot. Winthrop regained control of
the game and held the lead
47-40 with ten minutes left.
Neither team made another
field goal as the rest of the
points were scored from the
foul line.
Longwood shot 25.9 percent from the floor, including 11.1 percent (1-9) from
three-point
range,
and
65.4 percent from the free
throw line. Billups scored
five points and three players
scored four points for Longwood. The Lancers translated 23 Winthrop turnovers
into 12 points. Winthrop
shot 39.6 percent from the
floor, including 22.2 percent
(4-18) from behind the arc,
and 44.4 percent from the
foul line. Kaitlyn Rubino
and Dequesha McClanahan
scored eight points each for
the Eagles. Winthrop won
the rebounding battle 4638 and scored 16 secondchance points. The Eagles
had 11 assists and seven
steals on the night.

Longwood Men's Basketball Drops Two Road Games
BENJAMIN C O R I S H

Rotunda Reporter

Following a disappointing home
Savannah State, the Longlosss against Savannah'State,
wood men's basketball team travelled
to Hamilton, N.Y. to play the then 4-17
Colgate Raiders, hoping to end their
roaa game winless streak. However,
this was not the case, as Longwood
fell 97-86, and throughout most of
the game was down by more than ten
points. Junior Antwan Carter provided some light for the Lancers with 25
points and 11 rebounds.
With 2:44 left in the first half, the
Lancers were able to cut the deficit to
37-32. The second half looked even
better, as Carter scored eight points
and was able to ciit it to only a twopoint deficit 52-50. However, this success was only temporary, as Colgate
began to puli away. Longwood could
not muster a charge in final minutes,
losing yet again to the Raiders, a team
that it nas struggled against in the past.

This disappointing loss dropped Longwood's road record to 0-12.
The following week pitted the Lancers against another seemingly-beatable
team, the New Jersey Institute of Technology Highlanders. The game started off rocky, with the Lancers falling
behind 11-6 with 14:34 left to play in
the first half. The Lancers had several
high points, and took the lead multiple
times during the game, but NJIT capitalized on a few Lancer errors. Longwood made several blunders they were
not able to correct and lost yet another
matchup on the road.
Following a disappointing 11-6 deficit out of the gate, Antwan Carter, who
would go on to accumulate 29 points
and 11 rebounds, kept them m the
ame, and with 8:50 to play in the first

falf, the Lancers lead 20-19.

Junior
Jeremiah Bowman helped extend the
lead to 26-23 with 5:20 left to plav in
the first half, but when the second half
began, the Highlanders jumped out to
what would eventually become a 44-37
lead with 12:06 left in the game. Over

the next portion of the game, the two
teams traded the lead, with neither
one really possessing any momentum,
until the last 53 seconds when Carter
scored a basket to cut the Lancer's
deficit to 63-61. The Highlanders and
Lancers traded points, which gave the
Highlanders a 65-64 lead with only a
few seconds left. Carter was able to get
the ball and throw it down the court to
open red-shirt junior Durann Neil, but
Neil's shot was too hard, and missed as
the buzzer sounded.
When all was said and done, it was
another disappointing loss for the
Lancers, who were 6-2 lifetime against
the Highlanders going into the game.
This loss dropped the Lancers' record
to 8-18 on the season. One bright
spot, however, could be the upcoming schedule. Apart from a roaa game
against Maryland, the rest of the season
still includes winnable games. Longwood plays its last four games against
Savannah State, Southern Virginia, Cal
State Bakersfield, and Washington Adventist.

NCAA Recruiting Changes Could Benefit Longwood
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
Change may be coming
to NCAA Division I mens
basketball, and it could possibly benefit the Longwood
Lancers. In a press release
dated January 13, it was
stated that the NCAA Legislative Council (LGC) failed
to reach an agreement during a January 12-13 meeting
on whether to pass or reject
Division I Men's Basketball
Proposals No. 2009-100A
ana B. Instead, the LGC
sent both proposals back to
NCAA members for more
comments, postponing a final vote until April of this
year. NCAA Proposal No.
2009-100A was introduced
in Oct. 2009 and if passed
would, "prohibit all nonscholastic boys basketball
practices, clinics, tournaments, and summer camps
for prospective student-athletes on D-I college campus-

es in an attempt to stymie
unfair recruiting practices
by college coaches. Proposal No. 2009- 100B is like
Proposal No. 2009-100A
except that it would allow
for tne continuation of boys
basketball-related
activities operating for at least 25
consecutive years." The proosed changes would hinder
ongwood's ability to hold
camps and other events in
the future. Longwood athletics only went D-I in 2007
and therefore have not been
in operation for the minimum 25 years.
However, this could benefit
the Lancers because it may
level the playing field in relation to other schools. Longwood currently does not
hold any practices, clinics,
tournaments and summer
camps for prospective athletes on campus. This means
that Longwood would be on
somewhat more even footing in terms of recruiting
talent in men's basketball

E

If the current situation is
changed and these clinics,
camps, etc. are not allowed,
the men's basketball coaching staff and the Athletics
Department may stand a
chance at snagging some recruits who would otherwise
have been snatched up by
other universities who utilized the camps and clinics.
"The NCAA is well intentioned," said Head Coach
Mike Gillian. "They have
a lot of intelligent people
working there who can
evaluate and analyze data.
They're on one siae. When
they start hearing of things
that are maybe corrupting
the recruiting process in any
manner, they want to try to
do something about it. On
the other side, the people
in the recruiting process
(coaches, scouts) are intelligent in a common sense,
social manner that's much
different than an analytical
manner. There's not enough
meeting in the middle. Tne

reality here is who has the
unfair advantage against
whom. There's got to be a
greater effort on both sides
to have the end result be
what's good for college basketball, athletic departments
and universities."
Gillian commented on
why Longwood does not
currently nold any camps,
clinics, practices, or tournaments on campus.
"Certainly, there's all kinds
of different reasons to have a
camp during summer," said
Gillian. "You have to evaluate the work that goes into it
and is what you get out of it
worth the work you put into
it It has to be good for all the
reasons. So, we don't have
it. We certainly have been
interested in doing it, but
there's not local population
here to run a day camp. You
have to market it properly.
Read more at therotundaonline.com.
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The Best and the Worst of This Year's Super Bowl Commercials
JAMIE C L I F T

Features Editor
T h e Super Bowl'is the only television
program tnat people seem to watch just
for the commercials. Every year, as the
country's two best football teams face off,
millions tune in and watch these incredibly expensive and extravagant ads. This
tradition is trulya monument to American Capitalism. The budgets for these ads
are mind boggling. Every 30 seconds of
air time costs around three million dollars, and that doesn't account for how
much money it actually costs to make the
commercial and pay the actors, animators, animal trainers, and random celebrities who make this magic happen every
year.
This year, in addition to seeing the
Packers and Steelers battle it
out for Super Bowl glory,
the viewers witnessed
talking beats, babies hitting glass
walls, and runaway
Mer
cedes Benzes. They saw
what Roseanne Barr
would be
like as a
logger, and
they saw a
long-dead
grandfather brought
back to life by
Doritos. Steelers fans across
the country may
still be in mourning today, but hopefully,
they've at least gotten a few
laughs out of these ads. People everywhere are talking about some of the most
memorable Super Bowl commercials;
Longwood is certainly no exception, and

USA Today has released its annual Ad
Meter, which ranks the 60 or so commercials from best to worst.
This year, there was a tie for first place
between two commercials with one thing
in common: Dogs. Americans seem to
have a soft spot for these four-legged
friends and for other fluffy creatures, as
many of the top commercials involved
cute animals. Tne first was a Budweiser
commercial in which a dog-sitter used
his canine wards as servants and threw a
party. Another, this time a Doritos commercial, involved a man teasing a pug
with Doritos through a sliding glass door
and the pug getting his revenge.
The worst two videos on the countdown
were from Hyundai. The ads had some
sort of focus on hypnosis and were really
more annoying than memorable. This
probably explains their low place ori the
countdown.
However, in between the
best and worst ads of (Justin & Ozzy) Photo Courtesy: www.sportingopinioni.com
Super Bowl XLV, man from going over a bridge, which colthere were trea- lapses before his eyes. The beaver winks
sure troves of and gives a thumbs-up; very cute.
memorable
Volkswagen's Darth Vader commercial
moments, has also been a hot topic for discussion.
good and In this ad, a child dressed as Darth Vader
" b a d .
goes around "using the force" on houseA n d
hold objects, to no avail. When he tries
all the his daas Volkswagen, it miraculously
c o u n - turns on and the kid is amazed. Little
try is does he know, his dad is in the kitchen
a b u z z with the remote to the car, watching this
with
all unfold.
discusPerhaps the most disappointing Super
s 1 o
Bowl ad was the one for Best Buy in which
a b ou
Ozzy Osbourne and Justin Bieber share
them.
the screen. A lot of media attention was
One favor- given to this ad; they even talked about it
ite, a Bridge- on the today show. Despite all of the hype
stone commer- and star power, it really wasn't that great.
cial, was ranked A few people chuckled when Ozzy asked,
eighth in the count- "Whats a Bieber," but it's doubtful that
down. In this heart-warm- Best Buy is going to see a huge increase in
ing bit, a man, with help from his new sales because ofthis.
tires, stops in time to avoid squishing a
Several commercial stars of previous
beaver. Later, the beaver returns the favor years made a new appearance. Some were
by chewing down a tree and keeping the more popular than others. The E*Trade

Photo Courtesy: opui.fm

baby was featured in two commercials,
one that involved an adorable sneezing
cat, much to the adoration of audiences.
The GoDaddy girls were also back. This
time they had Joan Rivers with them,
which many found a little disturbing.
Some of 201 l's most anticipated movies had trailers aired during the big game.
Many are now excited to watch Harrison
Ford take out creatures from another
planet in "Cowboys and Aliens," while
some are excited about "Kung Fu Panda
2." The top two trailers in the countdown
are both movies that star Johnny Depp.
The fourth "Pirates of the Caribbean"
movie's trailer attracted the attention of
many fans of the movies. And a peculiar animated movie called "Rango, with
Deep voicing the title chameleon, stirred
the audiences curiosity.
No matter who wins the Super Bowl,
everyone talks about the ads for weeks
afterwards. It's an American tradition,
and when it's ail over, we are left with one
question: What kind of crazy stuff will we
see next year?
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Rotunda Reporter
^ J,n an exciting Sunday evening, Longwood students filled the StuO
dent Union to watch one of the greatest Super Bowl matchups in recent
history, between the Pittsburgh Steelers and the Green Bay Packers.
Faculty and students had been waiting two weeks for this game, and it
certainly lived up to its hype. As was expected, the gathering crowd displayed black, green, and a whole lot of yellow, and the arrangement and
refreshments provided by Lancer Productions provided a great gathering event for the students, and a healthy atmosphere for everyone to
come and watch the greatest sporting event of the year.
The party featured a wide selection of appetizers and other treats,
which drew in many people who do not normally watch football, so it
was pleasing to everyone in attendance. Sophomore Katherine Barnard
and freshman Joseph Sanford, who were pulling for the Steelers and
Packers respectively, commented on an "awesome party," and thought it
was a great gathering of students, and that "It was a good way to bring
students together." Several other students were not really pulling for either team, but nonetheless enjoyed the fo®d, their friends, and the commercials.
This year's commercials began well, but were rather dull towards the
second half. Still, there were a few that got the audience roaring, especially the Pepsi Max commercials. The two Pepsi Max commercials
definitely won the originality award. The first one consisted of a wife
catching her husband eyeing an attractive young woman, only to throw
her can of Pepsi Max at him and hit the young woman instead. The second one consisted of a rather nerdv man getting -revenge on the "cooler
crowd" by nailing one of .them where it nurts with a Pepsi Max can.
Eminem's Sprite commercial would certainly receive an honorable mention.
.
.
The first half of the game was a dazzling performance by the Green
Bay Packers, who at one point led the game 21-3. There was much jubilation amongst the crowd, which seemed to be about 60-40 in favor
of the Packers, but the Steelers fans still made their presence known,
and were quite boisterous when the Steelers scored before halftime to
make the game 21-10. Nevertheless, the first half ended on a high note
for the Green Bay Packers, and they could not wait for the second half
to get started.
The one aspect of the Super Bowl that seemed to provide groans was
the Halftime Show. The Black Eyed Peas put on a less-than-stellar performance, most notably with microphone problems. Junior Mary Shannon Stubbs comments on it being a "rather lame halftime show, and
freshman Emily Brooks commented with, "Well, it was a halftime show.
Not a great one, but a halftime show nonetheless." Slash's appearance
seemed to save it some in the eyes of many of the viewers, but Usher's
entrance was not followed up with a good stage performance. However,
the dancers were quite entertaining with glow in the dark costumes,
and brought some good moves to boot. Plus, no matter how good or
bad the halftime show is, it always provides a good opportunity to grab
some food.
, _
The second half of the game began quite different from the first. The
Steelers were much more explosive in tne second half, exciting the Steeler section and quieting the Packer faithful. The last good commercial of
the half was an E*Traae commercial with the famous baby, which garnered some good laughs. Justin Bieber's commercial, on the other hand,
was not so well-received.
Despite an apparent Steeler comeback, the Packers pulled away at the
end. Their victory brought much jubilation from the crowd; The game
proved to be exciting aU the way through, and certainly lived up to its
hype as one of the better Super Bowls in history.
in the end, there must be much thanks paid to Lancer Productions,
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, and the Residential and Commuter Life
(RCL) Advisory Board for putting this all together. They did a great job

j
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providing this opportunity for students to come together and enjoy the Super Bowl. They raffled
off prizes and gave footballs to the crowd. The staff was very friendly and easy to deal with as well.
WMLU 91.3 1^1 also did a great job in hosting their pre-game show, which pumped up the crowd
for this game, and offered the opportunity to compare their picks to the actual outcome of the
game. This event is provided by hard working students at Longwood University, and none of it
would be possible without them.

Hollister American Eagle

Abercrombie

Old Navy

Gap

TEENS & TOTS

New and Like New
NEWBORN to JUNIORS - YOUNG MEN & WOMEN
Apparel * Handbags * Backpacks * Jewelry * Accessories
Monogramming Available
Shoppes at College Park
1415C South Main Street
Farmville, VA 23901
434-391-3303
Tues-Thurs 10-5:30, Fri 10-7, Sat 10-4
THE SHOP 4 U
THE BRANDS YOU LIKE
THE HANDBAGS YOU WANT
WILL START ACCEPTING SPRING/SUMMER CLOTHES
ON CONSIGNMENT AFTER FEB 15TH
CALL FOR DETAILS
For the month of February, show us your college ID
to receive 20% off any one (1) regular price item

Ralph Lauren Forever 21 Southpole J. Crew Aeropostale

